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In Luce Tua

By DON A. AFFELDT

The 0 'Brien Memoranda

Well, Larry, here goes I

Washington columnist Jack Anderson recently made
headlines by publishing top secret documents containing minutes of recent meetings of a high-level
foreign-policy crisis mangement group headed by Dr.
Henry Kissinger. Unlike Daniel Ellsberg, who made the
Pentagon papers available to the press, Anderson
apparently faces no threat of prosecution for divulging
State secrets. This new permissiveness on the part of
the government has encouraged other journalists to
come forth with documents in their possession which
until recently they feared to print. However, since my
column lacks somewhat the circulation of Jack Anderson's column, it is only to be expected that documents
leaked to me rank a little lower on the scale of vital
national security memoranda. As a matter of fact, what
I have are only some memoranda circulated within
the Democratic party in recent years and months.

I know I didn't exactly ignite the nation back in 1968,
but I think that this time, if I start building my fires
early enough, I can succeed I Everyone wants an
immediate end to the war, amnesty for those who
exiled themselves to avoid being drafted into killing
Vietnamese, and generous increases in public welfare expenditures. All I have to do is get people to
recognize the fact that I am the only candidate who
is openly and publicly calling for these thingsl This
will take time, but persistence is one of my chief
virtues, and I see every chance of total and astonIshing victory in 1972.
George McGovern

I cannot, of course, reveal the source of these documents. But I think their veracity speaks for itself. Here,
then, is my file on The O 'Brien Memoranda.
TO: Lawrence O' Brien, Chairman
FROM: Eugene McCarthy

May 1, 1969

I have decided not to seek re-election as a United States
Senator from Minnesota. I believe that my talents are
needed by all the people . Therefore, to waste them on
behalf of only 2% of the people is indefensible. Better
to write poetry for the 1/10 of 1 'Yo of the people who really
know what's going on.
Clean
Gene

TO: LOB

FROM: HHH

May 10,1969

Oh, Larry my boy! I'm pleased as punch to hear that
Eugene is stepping down in Minnesota to give me a
chance to get in office again. As I have repeatedly
told you and our Democratic brethren and sisters over
and over and over again in the months that have elapsed
since our squeaking-close almost-victory against Mr.
Nixon last November, I'm just as sorry as I can be that
I did not lead our party to victory. My sojourn as a
college professor has taught me to set my sights nice
and low, so I was indeed most flattered to hear that
you would like me to pick up the fallen standard and
once again enter the happy fray and lead our boys
and girls on to a Democratic victory in Minnesota in
the upcoming senatorial election. Please be assured
that if I win I will be very content to last out my days
as a simple, plain Senator from Minnesota. You may
choose whomever else you like to be our national standard-bearer in 1972. As for me and my house, we will
praise the Lord in Minnesota.
Most truly gratefully yours, Hubert
February,1972

April, 1971

July, 1971

Dear Mr. O'Brien :

You don't know me. but for many years I have secretly admired your work. and the work of your colleagues in the Democratic party. Unfortunately, I was
born and raised a Republican. but I believe that I recently have come to see daylight ahead - I mean. the
light of day. So could you please tell me where I might
go to register as a Democrat? (Would it be possible
to re-register right here at Gracie mansion?)
Belatedly yours.
John V . Lindsay

Dear Larry,

September, 1971

I'm Fred Harris, United States Senator from Oklahoma, and I intend to run as a People's Candidate for
the Democratic Presidential nomination. Power to the
People!
Fred Harris

Dear Larry,

October, 1971

None of the People know who I am! And I'm broke.
I withdraw.
Fred Harris
Dear Mr. Chairman:

November, 1971

It looks like I'm going to need a job in the not too distant
future, si nce I won re-election in indiana by such a narrow
margin in 1970. Is there perhaps a vacancy for a Hoosier
on the Democratic Presidential ticket in 1972? Birch isn 't
running anymore and is staying " Back Home in Indiana."
If you were to run me for President, and I were to win, I
would be running for a second term in 1976, and so my
chances of being in a federal office in 1977 would be very
much enhanced. Let me know if you have an opening.
Vance Hartke
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Larry, My Friend :

Larry:

November 15, 1971

All I see is Doves in this Party! And since we have a
Dove in the White House, how can you offer the voters
a choice in 1972? I'll tell you. I'm available. (Besides,
I wouldn't mind having an excuse to leave Washington
State and visit Florida during the winter primary
season.)
Peace,
Henry (Scoop) Jackson

Mr.O.B.:

November 20, 1971

It looks like the entire Democratic membership
of the House and Senate Is running for President this
yearl But what kind of Impression Is that going to
give the country? They'll think that no one Is staying
home, minding the store. What you need Is a candidate who Is no big national politician, but a guy who
knows where It's at, because he's usually therel A
little color, a little charm, a Iotta guts - that's your
boy,
Sam Yorty

Dear Lawrence:

November 21 , 1971

I met Sam Yorty recently and he said you want a little
color in the top spot in the upcoming convention. I've
got a brilliant idea for you : Black is Beautiful! What's
more, by choosing me, you'd really be breaking new
liberal ground for the Democrats, since this country
has never yet been graced with a women President!
How 'bout it, Lar?
Ms. Shirley Chisholm
U.S. Congressman from
New York
December, 1971
Dear Mr . So-called Democratic Chairman :
I'll show you Northern Eastern snobs who can win
an election down here in God 's country! You think
that George Wallace is politically dead . Well, I'll tell
you that unless you straighten up and fly right. George
Wallace is political dynamite! Just remember, you can
fool some of the people time and time again! I'll be
waiting for you i'n the swamps of the Everglades in
the Florida primary.
George Wallace
The Red-White-and-Blue
Menace
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January, 1972

You perhaps wonder why I haven't written you
concerning my intentions for the forthcoming nomination. You perhaps have read that I've been scouring
the country since last fall rustling up money and lining
up delegate votes. Things look pretty good now, and
I'm going to formally announce my candidacy early
this month from my old easy chair in Maine.
I've noticed that in recent months you've let quite
a few odd people into the race. I don't mind that, provided that I can beat them all in the primaries. But
you know, Larry, Americans like an underdog, and for
months now I've been set up as the upperdog by the
media. So I am more vulnerable than I'd care to be,
what with any and all of the rat pack of my colleagues
out to snatch votes away from me by any means possible.
Don't you think that it's time you brought a little
order into this chaos, and made our fine Democratic
brethren toe the line? After all, if something isn't done
soon, the American people will think that the Democrats just have a bakers-dozen of pip-squeaks to offer
the electorate in 1972 - when, in fact, we have a fine,
fatherly, meritorious Muskie to offer them! See what
you can do to stop this madness. I shall be forever
grateful for your efforts.
Mr. Edmund Muskie
February,1972
My dear Colleagues:
So far I have been sitting on the sidelines, receiving
with interest your several declarations of intent with
regard to pursuit of my - that is, Our - nomination
for the Presidency. But things now seem to be getting
out of hand, and it is time to rally our forces together
lest we convey to the American people the impression
that the Democratic party is playing pin-the-tail-onthe-donkey.
The first thing I'd like you to remember is the purpose of the primaries. Though some delegate votes are
indeed captured by means of the various primaries,
the main point of these pre-nomination battles is to
prove the electability of one or more likely candidates.
Once it is established that a certain man is a proven
vote-getter on the national level, our faithful party
regulars will tap him for the slate.
It is already obvious that not all of you who are currently in the race can possibly measure up to the test
of gathering in the votes. Sam and Vance, it's pretty
clear that your candidacies are totally unreal. Shirley
and Scoop, much the same could be said about you,
though there perhaps is more reason to let you hang
on in the race, just becuase you represent factions in
the party which otherwise might seem ignored in our
apparatus. George and John Vliet, you fellows are going
after the very same voters, so you are faced with the
choice of battling each other - and running the risk
that no real liberal will survive the primaries - or
The Cresset

consolidating your forces, in the hope that one of you
could make it through to July. I personally prefer
seeing you slug it out in the primaries since you, John,
are too unsteady a Democrat to be trusted with the
nomination, and you, George, would be a disaster at
the polls in November.
As for our mavericks, Mr. Wallace and Mr. McCarthy,
I appeal to your sense of party loyalty - which, I recognize, is nearly non-existent- to abide by our decision
in July instead of splintering up the party by running
hopeless independent tickets. Prior to July, however,
you are free to do as you like, since obviously nothing
I might say to restrain you would have the slightest
impact on your decisions anyway.
And you, Hubert, should prepare yourself for a shock
this summer. You have many friends around the country, to be sure, but the fact is that your time has come

and gone. We need more than an aging hippie to stack
up against Nixon in November. So, unless you want to
pick up the venerable mantle of Harold Stassen, I
suggest you confine your rhetoric to appeals on behalf
of your constituents in Minnesota, and let some fresher
face rise to the forefront of our party this year and in
the future. We shall always love you for what you are,
and for what you did for the party, and we will honor
you as our elder statesman as soon as you stop showing
the enthusiasm of a four-year-old child.
Well, Ed, that really leaves just you, doesn't it? I
agree with you that of all the available candidates, you
could probably put up the best show against Nixon.
I think the odds are strongly in Nixon's favor. You will
be up against his incumbency, his use of political events
of his own creation, his corner on the media for his
travels, and Republican money. And if you lose this
time around, you should of course realize that Teddy
will be a cinch to get the nod in 1976. But then, you
could hardly pull out and wait until 1976, could you?
Your only hope, as I see it, is that Nixon pulls a terrible
goof before November. Don't count on it. Your work is
cut out for you.
For my part, I'm going to be publicly neutral until
the convention makes its choice. So let the fur fly,
fellows -but let's rally round the flag in the fall!
Larry

On Second Thought
Sometimes it is good to speak in anger at a principle,
a policy, a trend. I write in anger against a trend in the
pulpits of the church, against the policy which apparently directs the training of our clergy.
We decry the "Biblical illiteracy" of adult church
members. Of course they are illiterate, because they
are never told any of the Bible stories, the redeeming
acts of God. The fault for the illiteracy rests squarely
on the shoulders of the preaching ministry. We have
denied our responsibility of kerygma: proclaiming
the historic events by which God has declared Himself
to us.
We pulpit clergy try to place the blame on the pew,
saying that they ought to read and study the Bible.
We can't escape that way. No listener will read the
Bible unless he knows the thrill of it by hearing the
story. Even if every listener did read, that would not
reduce by one jot our responsibility to tell the story.
The pulpit is the place for kerygma: telling the
story. The place for interpretation and application is
in the people who hear. Interpretation and application
will happen as they talk together and live their response. If we tell the story. Because we do not, very
few people talk about the sermon, and achingly few
live any response. The kerygma is missing. There is
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By ROBERT J. HOYER

nothing there to talk about, nothing to initiate a response.
By what inversion of self-image do we preachers
presume to give our own opinion of what the Bible
means, and how God's people should respond? By
what perversion can we stand above the people and
beyond their answer, while we preach not what God
has said and done, but what we think it implies? By
what assertion of class pride are we taught that this
is what we ought to do? What megalomania induces
us to claim, while we give our solitary opinion, that
we speak for God?
If we mean what we confess about the inspired word,
we have only one pulpit task : to tell the stories about
what God has done in and through His people. If we
do anything less, God's people will listen a while with
a sense of duty and then begin to drift away. The organized church will become what the preacher class already images it to be: theologians talking eruditely
about what others should believe and do.
We must change. We preachers will have to learn
to tell Bible stories, to proclaim the kerygma. It will
not be easy. It will hurt. But if we cannot do this, our
vineyard will be taken from us and given to some who
can.
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The Spiritual Crisis in 11 Stopping

by W oods"

By BILL j . ELKINS
Associate Professor of English
East Tennessee State University
johnson City, Tennessee
Robert Frost's "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening" expresses a spiritual crisis in terms of a dramatic
action. But the dramatic action is clarified only by the
image structure. Most critics have concluded that the
action is a decision not to commit suicide or a demonstration of the human aesthetic sense. Each of these
readings has some substance, but each misses the mark .
I believe the speaker neither has the impulse to
commit suicide nor asserts his humanity through his
aesthetic appreciation of the scene, and it is my purpose
here to offer a reading which accounts for the elements
prompting those readings and to suggest what is the
real crisis of the poem. It is my contention that the
speaker's decision to return to his "promises" in the end
of the poem is a bad choice, and I believe the poem
insists on it.
The critics seem not to have looked at all the poem's
material, though it is a very short poem and has received a great deal of attention. There are some good
discussions of the dramatic structure of the poem and
even of some of its imagery, but some important relationships and key imagery has largely been passed
over. Because they overlook some important elements,
most critics find the choice of "promises" over woods
a good one, and that is the basic error of the suicide
and aesthetic-readings. The speaker is not contemplating suicide, though he is contemplating entering
the woods. But they are a place for life, not for death .
We must not forget that this is an everyman character in a poem (identity, occupation, hometown, etc.
unknown) and that the poem exists on two levels simultaneously : literally, the man is deciding to enter the
woods or return to civilization; and figura-.ively , the
poet is confronting us with a universal choice of two
kinds of life, that which is full and lively or that which
is safe and superficial.
By way of beginning, I will raise a few of the questions which other critics have failed to consider or
answer in their interpretations of the poem, but which
seem essential to a complete reading. Why is the speaker
concerned with the owner of the woods? Why is he concerned with the horse's attitude even before the horse
objects? Why does he say the woods are filling up with
snow? Why is he between the woods and frozen lake?
Why is it the darkest evening of the year? Why are all
the pleasant adjectives (in a poem with few adjectives)
used to describe the woods? Why are the village, promises, and frozen lake all paralleled in specific contrasts
with the woods? All these points lead us farther away
from the two popular readings.
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Frost's own comments on the poem have been inconsistent and, unfortunately, rather plentiful. He has
encouraged critics by saying the poem should be
pressed, that it is full of ulteriority; and he has discouraged them by disparaging any attempt to read it
beyond its surface. Once, when pressed by a persistent
questioner on the import of the final two lines, Frost
gave his noncommital answer that they meant it was
late and time to go on home. When the questioner refused to be put off by that and persisted in the question,
Frost finally shouted in exasperation, "I meant it was
time to get the Hell out of there!"
Of course, it is unfair and even dangerous to ask
the poet to comment critically (or even to expect him to
be the good scholar) on his own poem. It is unfair,
because it is asking him to do in prose, or verbally,
what he has done already the only way it could be done
in the poem. It is dangerous because he will say something, and that may be taken as the prose equivalent.
This is what has happened frequently with "Stopping
by Woods." In this case, Frost makes an interesting
reply, but it is closer to the experience of the speaker
in the poem than to the critic. For the speaker does
seem at the end "to try to get the Hell out of there."
But why does he want out? and just where is there?
This is what I will attempt to answer in the remainder
of this article. Since lines seven and eight are, I believe,
the key lines to the "figure in the carpet" of the poem,
I will start with them.

Between the Woods and the Frozen Lake
The spiritual crisis is identified as a moment of
crisis in the eighth line: "The darkest evening of the
year." In a recent (1968) note for The Explicator, Earl
Wilcox argues the solstice implications of the line, and
points out the important archetypal connotations of
"darkest evening." The line tells us of the special nature
of the speaker's crisis, that it is a time of darkness and
the threat of prolonged darkness; for if the solstice is
not reversed, the sun will depart, ending the possibility of new life. If the speaker fails in his crisis, his
chance for life is ended. That is the there of the situation.
If the eighth line establishes the metaphor of the
crisis, the seventh clarifies the symbolic nature of the
crisis: "Between the woods and frozen lake." The woods
and frozen lake are opposites, and they are images
of the two horns of the speaker's dilemma. The speaker
is caught between them and whatever they are images
for. All the other details of the poem, which works on
The Cresset

the principle of opposites, line up with one or the
other of these key images. The easiest way to identify
the nature of the dilemma through these two images is
to call it a choice between a life that is essentailly dynamic and one that is essentially static.
The woods are full of movement, mystery, and promise; the lake is without movement, mystery, or promise. It is one of the significant ironies of the poem that
the body of water, traditionally symbol of life and
movement, is here static. Life and movement are found
in the woods, where they are not expected in winter.
The woods, then, are metaphor for life in its thickness
and unknowability, and the metaphor is reinforced by
the irony. The frozen lake is life without risk - knowable life. And that is the spiritual crisis: Will the speaker
choose life that is full of meaning, though it seems risky;
or will he choose the easy life that leads to spiritual
deadness (Eliot's death by suffocation?).
The speaker is faced with the choice of being a man
or a horse in the dramatic structure of the poem. There
is another irony in the association of the horse, not
the man, with village life. The horse is a village creature, while the man is still struggling to maintain some
humanity, struggling between what he knows he should
do and what he knows is expected of him. He must
choose to be a free spirit or a domesticated animal.
Once the reader is aware of the system of opposites,
he will see them beginning in the first stanza:
Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village though;
He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods fill up with snow.
The first instance of opposites is the contrast between
woods and village. The speaker is struck by the irony
that the woods' owner lives in the village. Speaker and
owner are the second contrast. The speaker is pleased
that the owner cannot see him stop, because he is aware
of his unvillagelike behavior: The third contrast is
between the part of the speaker which causes him to
stop and that part which makes him feel guilty for
stopping. The fourth line is the first instance of the
moment of crisis. The woods are filling up with snow;
therefore, they will be open to entrance only a little
longer. By making the comment, the speaker demonstrates, at least subconsciously, that he is aware of the
necessity for an immediate decision.
By the end of the first stanza we are curious about
the speaker's selection of detail and his concern with
the owner of the woods. In the second stanza we see
the third character (if the owner is the second) and
begin to understand the series of contrasts:
My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.
February,l972

Here the speaker shows the same kind of awareness
of the queerness of his action in assuming the horse
thinks it queer to stop (as he seems to think the owner
would, if the owner could see him stop there), relating
the horse to the owner in a kind of parallel.
The horse prefers the village or a farmhouse , because
it has been conditioned to respond to civilization for
food and shelter. This kind of conditioned response
to safety and comfort is the domesticated element of
the speaker which is in conflict with that spiritual
desire to reach a level of being in the dynamic world
imaged by the woods. There is no such conflict in the
horse; it just wants "to get the Hell out of there." And
the owner of the woods has, ironically, already decided
for the village. The conflict is the speaker's because he
is aware of the alternatives which he is confronted by
in this situation: the woods and frozen lake. And in
this moment there are no other choices. The seventh
line makes the choices clear; the eighth line makes
the immediacy of the crisis clear.

Man is Domesticated by his Promises
Let me pause here for a note on the point of view.
The speaker is telling in an unusual way, for first person
narratives are usually delivered in past tense. The present tense here reveals that the speaker is telling, thinking to himself as the crisis is being faced, giving him
no chance to reflect on the incident or to distort the
events. He is a good, trustworthy, teller because he is
not aware of the final implications of the situation .
The understated tone of the poem is the result both of
his feeling his way through the action and his failure
to see clearly the implications of the moment. His response to details like the contrast of woods and frozen
lake, then, appears as a subconscious awareness without
conscious interpretation.
If the woods and frozen lake are key symbols to the
experience, then it is useful to see how the other elements line up with them. The woods are contrasted
directly with the frozen lake, the village, and "promises." The only element related to the woods, besides
wind and snow, is the speaker's impulse to enter them.
I think it is safe to say that impulse is human, because it is
the response to life and movement. The animal response of the horse is related to the frozen lake, along
with the owner of the woods and the village-impulse
of the speaker. When we get to the last stanza, we see
that the decision the speaker makes is wrong, because
it is associated with the static imagery of the frozen lake.
In the third stanza the opposites are the sounds:
He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake,
The only other sound's the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.
The impatience of the horse confirms the speaker's
earlier judgment and their different attitudes, and it
7

also contributes to the momentary nature of the crisis.
The horse thinks it is time to get on to something else.
The matallic sound of the bells belongs to the horse
and, therefore, to the village and lake. On the other
hand, the sounds of wind and flake go with the woods.
Here is another of the poem's ironies. The wintery
wind is ~enerally considered harsh and threatening;
here it is "easy" and the snow "downy." Therefore,
the scene is inviting, but not inviting him to die, inviting him to participate in the life of the woods.
In the final stanza the speaker makes his decision
after a final clarification of the choices:
The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.
There are only nine adjectives in the poem: little horse ,
frozen lake, darkest evening, harness bells, easy wind,
downy flake, and lovely, dark, deep woods. One is
affectionately reductive of the horse, one the simple
(provocative?) description of the bells, one the telling
description of the lake, one the important particularization of the evening, and the other five the pleasant
and appealing descriptions of the woods and its elements.
If the lake is frozen and, therefore, superficial and
static, the woods are the opposite. They are lovely:
they offer an appeal not available in the village and
lake. They are dark: a frozen lake is always light and
knowable even on the darkest evening of the year, but
the woods are mysterious and unknowable. They are
deep: But for its frozenness, the lake would be deep;
but it is not now, and village life is not. The woods
are deep, suggesting fullness and promise, denseness

and expansion. The liveliness suggested for the woods
is immense, and that is why we must reject the idea
that the impulse to enter them is destructive.
Notice, it is not the deadliness of the woods but their
liveliness that the poem insists on. Life is found in
the village only on the mechanical level of the horse's
domestication. Therefore, when the speaker chooses
the certainty of his promises, he tums down the vitality, the spiritual appeal, of the woods. It is not enough
for him to pay momentary homage to that spiritual
possibility (as the aesthetic criticism suggests), because
the demand is for his life, not his contemplation.
The speaker retums to the horse-life of the village's
promises, trying to avoid the dilemma. But there are only
two, not three, choices. He must choose either woods
or frozen lake, and in choosing promises and village,
he chooses frozen lake. His choice is bad. We must not
make the mistake of praising him for the wrong choice
just because we are part horse and have a stake in village life. He chooses static existence over dynami~,
spiritual fulfillment, and he becomes a horse as the
owner of the woods has before him.
His last assumption is that he has "miles to go before
I sleep," which sounds like Prufrock's "there will be
time." The speaker seems to think he can postpone the
decision for a later day, but the woods are filling up and
the sun is departing; the failure to satisfy the demands
of the situation leaves the speaker frozen in a permanent
night. Unlike Prufrock, though, this speaker seems not
to realize that he is seeing the moment of his greatness flicker. He makes his choice; his life is set; the
sun is gone; the winter and dark are unresolved in the
poem. That is what the poem has to say to us about
the dilemma of being human, which is a kind of continuing spiritual crisis.

The Church in the University
By WILLIAM j. FIELDS
Secretary for Campus Ministry
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
St. Louis, Missouri

Three years ago, the results of a study of the church's
ministry to college and university campuses were published by Kenneth Underwood. The two volumes describing the research were entitled The Church, the
University, and Social Policy (Wesleyan University
Press, Littletown, Connecticut, 1969). In his study
Underwood said that the church's ministry to the campus must have a four-fold thrust: it must be
pastoral,
priestly,
prophetic,
kingly.
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By "pastoral" ministry he meant fulfillment of the
pastoral role in caring for individuals, calling on them,
counseling them, and in every way serving as pastor
to them. In the "priestly" role he included the functions of worship and education. In the "prophetic"
role the church speaks out against injustices and inequities, and in the "kingly" or "govemance" role
the church involves itself in the structures of the university itself, helping shape the policies of university
life.
It was Underwood's thesis that the church has been
doing a good job in the pastoral and priestly aspects
The Cresset

---.-------------- - - - - - - - - - of its ministry but that it has been less active and effective in the prophetic and kingly roles. He insisted
that a total and strong campus ministry must place
equal emphasis on all four roles and that when any one
oi the four aspects of ministry is underemphasized in
favor of the other roles, or conversely, when any one of
the roles is overemphasized to the neglect of any of the
others, then that ministry to the campus is not performing everything it could do.
Partially in reaction to traditional ministries with a
strong emphasis on the pastoral and priestly, some
denominations on campuses have involved themselves
almost exclusively with prophetic and governance
roles to the neglect of the pastoral and priestly. In
terms of ministry this inevitably means that they are
no longer so much interested in students as people as
they are in issues. The Lutheran Church, on the other
hand, has over the years emphasized the pastoral and
priestly roles, but traditionally has not been as active
as some other segments of the Christian church in prophetic and governance functions. In Underwood's
analysis both groups would be short of a totally effective ministry.
There are, of course, those who do not concur entirely with Underwood's analysis. Some Lutheran campus pastors insist that there are but three roles of ministry to the campus, namely, the priestly, prophetic,
and kingly and that the pastoral function must show
itself in all three. Others feel that the ministry of the
campus pastor is pastoral and priestly only and that
the prophetic and governance aspects of his ministry
happen only through the people who are touched by
his pastoral and priestly functions.
There are some ministries on campuses today that
are groping in search of their identity and purpose.
They are asking themselves what they are doing on the
campus and what they are doing differently from what
the university itself is already doing for students. Such
a lack of identity seems inevitable when the prophetic
and kingly functions of the ministry are emphasized to
the neglect of the pastoral and priestly, and especially
so if the prophetic role becomes primarily agitation
against injustices and the governance role becomes
primarily involvment with university committees without any visible basis of the pastoral and priestly roles.
In a report to the district presidents of the American Lutheran Church in November of 1969, Donald
Hetzler, Director of the National Lutheran Campus
Ministry (the agency doing ministry for the ALC and
LCA) stated "especially to be observed in contrast with
other Christian campus ministries, Lutheran campus
ministry holds the proclamation of the Word of God
and the administration of the Sacraments to be primary
and central as formative of a gathering congregation."
At a conference of District Mission Executives of The
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod in April, 1971,
February, 1972

the following objective for campus mm1stry was
adopted: "A growing number of college and university
related people involved in infecting the campus community and campus structures with a word and life
style of reconciliation." Both statements make it clear
that the Lutheran ministry to the campus is stron~ly
pastoral and priestly, solidly rooted in Word and Sacrament and aimed at helping campus people mature
into strong men and women of God.

Campus Pastors Speak for Themselves
When I was asked to write an article for this journal
about the status of campus ministry within the Lutheran
church it seemed appropriate to let campus pastors
themselves tell my readers what their goals in campus
ministry are and what they hope to achieve in their
ministry. They are after all where the action is and it
is through them that we can get a first hand picture of
their philosophy and work. Consequently, I asked
several campus pastors the following question: "What
do you consider to be the chief task, goal, or problem
that you face as you minister on your campus this
year?"
Their responses seem to fall into five categories.
Strong Pastoral Consciousness. The first is
that our campus pastors reflect a strong pastoral
approach to their ministry. Pastor Bob Stuenkel, campus pastor at Indiana State University at Terre Haute,
states: "I [ feel] the need to relate to the personal concerns of as many students as possible but always in an
intense, consistent, and thorough manner. This will
require an establishing of priorities and leaving some
areas of work, especially administration, either undone
or delayed . . . In this time of highly important decisions, establishing of attitudes, and setting of patterns
of personal service, we simply must exhaust every
means of giving individuals a total Gospel orientation."

Pastor Ray Eissfeldt of the University of Illinois
makes the same kind of emphasis. After stating that
he feels that the role of the campus minister is that of
prophet, priest, and king, he continues to explain:
"In all three roles he is, in our Lutheran sense, a pastor,
a shepherd of people. He is vitally concerned with persons, all people in the campus community and all their
needs, spiritual, social and physical. He witnesses to
the presence of the living Christ where they are."
Pastor Ken Frerking of the University of Missouri
sees one of his major tasks as "helping students redefine their role as students." He elaborates on this
by saying "although students have for some years already been disillusioned by the quality of teaching
and the content of their courses - to say nothing of
the administrative red tape - they at least saw their
college education as a proverbial 'union card' for landing a good job after graduation. However, with a paucity of jobs available this past spring, even this moti-
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vation for leaming has been shattered ... The joy and
spontaneity of leaming - something that has already
shown itself in the 'free university' and similar manifestations in recent years - will need to be inculcated in
more and more students or else there is going to be a
tremendous defection from the leaming process."
These men are not exceptions in their viewpoints.
What they said would probably be reiterated in one
way or another by every Lutheran campus pastor.
Awareness of the Prophetic. Whereas there is and
continues to be a strong emphasis in Lutheran campus
ministry on the pastoral and priestly approach, there
is also a growing evidence of concem for the prophetic
approach and for an interest in the problems of the
total community. Pastor Frerking here speaks for a
good many Lutheran campus pastors when he says:
"One task of the campus ministry, as I see it, is to serve
the role of reconciler in the community ... Polarization
in our society and its institutions is reaching dangerous
proportions. The problem is not limited to any one
group of people. The openness and acceptance that
Charles Reich described so optimistically in The Greening of America as an integral part of consciousness
three is conspicuous by its absence in many who would
like to be a part of that new order."
A campus church has a role to its constituency similar
to the relationship of the university to its constituency.
The university has a two-fold function . First of all it
reflects the culture of the constituency that supports
it and of which it is a part. Thus a university in the
East may be quite different in campus personality from
a university in the South. Universities are more than
"reflectors," however. They are also "generators."
They have extension services through which they
bring the results of their latest research and findings to
their constituencies so that the constituents might gain
insights from those areas where the university is out in
the lead. Thus the university is not only influenced by
its culture but it also becomes an influence upon it.
In this sense it is avant garde.

No Campus Ministry, Only Campus Ministries

society : to help awaken a university community to the
problems and concems which, although tension-producing in a Southem climate, are necessary for the
development of total national community: to enable
the questioning student to see the tremendous potential
for spiritual and social growth in the South where,
perhaps more than any other part of the country, positive steps are being taken to really wrestle with the
causes of the separation of black from white and poor
from rich."
In his own way he emphasizes the two-fold function
of the university chapel's ministry by continuing:
"Another goal deals with developing communication
channels between the university community and the
local communities whose sons and daughters are the
expression of the 'new Dixie.' Although many students
are merely reflections of their parents' attitudes and
biases, there is a rapidly growing generation of Southem students ready to take the lead in bringing the South
out of the 'status quo' . . .If parents and the local patrons of the university are aware that the academic
community is leaving them behind, perhaps understanding will lead to similar changes at the local level."
This is an understanding of the prophetic role of the
campus ministry in relation to the larger community.
Diversity of Ministry. No two campus ministries are
alike. The pattem unfolds according to the situation
on a local campus, the history of the ministry to a given
campus, and to many other factors. Ministries assume
varying styles. One can hardly speak of campus ministry in a monolithic sense.
One campus pastor states it well when he says: "There
is no such thing as 'campus ministry' - there are only
campus ministries." This could hardly be more clearly
demonstrated than from the situation of Pastor Will
Rinnert who is campus pastor to the campuses in the
metropolitan area of New Orleans. He states that "the
entire Lutheran population of the city is less than the
Lutheran student enrollment on the University of
Minnesota. Obviously there is going to be more pressure to establish a 'normal' parish . .. But I do believe
that only when we are finally able to lay aside the burdens of establishment and to see them as means to a
further horizon rather than as ends to themselves, only
then will we be able to really listen to what the world
cries out for."

Pastor Tom Dohrmann of the University of Alabama
grapples with this principle in this way: "It means
helping the student to see that Christianity means
more than just experiences of conversion and the emotional testimonial; that it calls men to action from a
solid position of faith - action in the classroom setting, the faculty seminar, the dormitory context, the
student moods and 'ad hoc' concems, action in community and political settings."

What Rinnert is saying was said also by Lyle Schaller
in his article "The Most Divisive Ministry of the 70's."
He indicated that if churches are to be effective in
reaching the ten million young people on campuses
in the 70's, there must be a widespread acceptance of
the following five assumptions:

A campus pastor at a Southem university sees some
of his goals within the context of his own environment:
"To bring the global message of Gospel reconciliation
to a traditional and provincial segment of American

1. Ministry must be identified and accepted as
servanthood and not as control or subjugation or
regimentation.
2. The churches cannot afford to retreat from any
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challenge to ministry simply because it threatens to
be divisive.
3. The persons financing ministry cannot always
control the form of that ministry.
4. The campus ministry must be seen as more than
a ministry to students; it must also be seen as an
opportunity for students to minister to the world.
5. There must be at least a tolerance, and preferably
an open and affirmative acceptance, of diversity and
pluralism in campus ministries and in all other expressions of the ministry of the church."
(Event magazine, January, 1971)

The Mission of the Church is One
In growing measure the church at large must understand that the key word in ministry to any situation is
flexibility . The church must learn anew the difference
between form and function. The function of the ministry remains entirely the same, the proclamation of
the good news of God's love and reconciliation in Jesus
Christ. Sometimes, however, people insist on performing the function in precisely the form that it has always
been carried out. They become threatened when familiar forms are abandoned. They cause themselves unnecessary anxiety by confusing form and function .
There must be a careful distinction between the two.
Need for Interpretation . This leads to the importance
of proper communication between the campus parish
and the home parish. Campus pastor Gus Schulz of the
University of California, Berkeley, is frank to say:
"When I look at campus ministry generally I am tempted to say that the chief problem is designing the chief
task and the chief goal." He goes on to explain: "One
of the main areas of concern for us here at Berkeley is
having campus ministry break out of its ivory tower
in relation to the other churches in the district; just
as the university, especially its students, seeks to establish new relationships with the community around
it."
Campus pastor Mark Pera of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville speaks of "the divisive gap that
exists between campus clergy and their parish counterparts." He says of this : "This situation became a reality
for many campus clergy around the country when they
experienced repercussions for attempting to minister
responsibly within a disruptive atmosphere which exploded on their respective campuses. With the prediction for this gap to continue and widen, in the face
of waning monies, burdened with a nebulous understanding of campus ministry on the part of the majority of the parish church community, an attempt to
bridge this potentially destructive gap becomes a goal
and task that has a priority."
What both of these men and many others are saying
is what the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod stated
February,1972

so succinctly and clearly in its Mission Affirmations,
namely, that "the mission of the church is one." Clearly
one of the primary tasks of the campus pastor is not
only to understand this, but to spend a good portion of
his time interpreting the challenges of his mm1stry
to the church from which he receives his support.
Precursor of Tomorrow. Whereas the university is
a reflection of the culture of which it is a part, as we
stated earlier, it must also be out in front. In a sense
it is a precursor in our society and the parish church
might do well to pay close attention to what is heppening on the campus because some of the problems
and concerns being faced there today might be the problems that the parish must face in the future. One campus pastor is very clear about this. He says about the
campus church: "It is no longer a detached campus
church with a projected ten million college students
by 1980. The parish church will also be somewhat
dependent upon its precursor, campus ministry, if it
desires to flex its ministry to the emerging needs of
this changing society."
"What is possible and learned by campus mm1stry
in relation to ecumenical relationships, shared facilities, new societal needs, sensitivities and emphasis,
and viable worship experiences, what is learned in
struggling with pluralism or developing an operative
sense of community, can be of great value to the surrounding church as it seeks to minister today. What is
learned through experimentation, what is attempted
because of available resources, what is evaluated as a
mere passing fad or an emerging societal inadequacy
and/or contemporary human need, can be of utmost
value to the parish church seeking today to reevaluate
and redirect part of its mission and ministry."
This same campus pastor hastens to add, however,
that "this is not to imply that campus ministry has
some kind of exclusive rights to relevance, vision, and
creative change. Neither does it say that campus ministry is a model for parish ministry. It simply recognizes
the reality that many changes in society are experienced earlier at the university. It recognizes the possibility of campus ministry to become aware of these
changes and the freedom and resources to relate to
them."
In summary, then, campus pastors of The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod express themselves as seeing
their ministries as being intensely pastoral, which
should result in a Christian community vitally aware
of and responsive to the needs of people and society.
Clearly aware of their function, they feel free to utilize a diversity of forms and structures in carrying it
out. They understand that they must be ready to interpret the uniqueness of their ministries to the church,
while at the same time the church should not only stand
in support of its campus ministry, but might even see
in it a way of preparing itself for the future.
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From the Chapel

'Wend Your Hflllrt, and Not Your Garments"
By WAYNE SAFFEN
Luther•" C.,pu• P . .tor
The Ultiv•r•ity of ChiCitfiO
ChiCitfiO, IIII-i•

The Ash Wednesday text from the prophet Joel has
a surprising sequence. If we return to God, He will
repent!
Lent is the time of repentance for us, we always
thought. And so it is. God cannot change his mind, we
have been told, because one of God's attributes is unchangeableness. So have dogmaticians decreed. But
Joel disagrees. God will change his mind. The whole
Bible says that. If you believe the Bible is God's Word,
go with Joel. If you don't, go to the dogmaticians.
What could God possibly repent of? He is without sin.
Ah, that is a good question. Listen carefully. This is
the deal. If we repent, God will repent. God will change
his mind and will not punish us for our sins. He will
not destroy us as a people for our great wickedness.
He will forgive us because He is long-suffering and
kind . But, of course, if we don't, He won't. Then our
fate will be that of Sodom and Gomorrah or any others
of the states and cities in history which went their own
way to destruction rather than repent and return to
God.
So now we know what the stakes are. The stakes are
the survival of a people. Lent is not just a time for
Christians to do their religious hand-washing is public.
No. Lent is a call to politicians and presidents, mayors,
governors, and chiefs of police, merchants and manufacturers, and the whole power elite in a society. The
message is directed to you, gentlemen, and to the people
as a whole. Please pay attention. The fate of the nation
depends upon your response. If you repent, God will
repent. If you don't, He will leave a curse instead of
a blessing. If you do, he will leave a blessing instead of
a curse. You understand deals, gentlemen. That is God's
offer to humankind. I would advise you to accept it.
"Rend your hearts and not your garments." We know
you like symbolic actions. We know all about your
campaign promises and dilapidated political platforms
which cannot bear the weight of fulfilled promises .
We know all the symbolic gestures you are now rehearsing in front of mirrors which you will use on
television appearances later in this election year.
You will have us in tears as you rehearse the plight
of the poor and promise again that help is on the way.
You will tear your garments, even your prepared
speeches, in a fit of public fury at injustice you tolerate
between elections. You will have us almost believing it.
But God will not believe it. So, rend your hearts, and
not your garments.
You will talk about crime in the streets and promise
more police and ask for more money for jails to store
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more people. It will get you votes. But you wiil not
talk about the crimes of prisons and a corrupt legal
system against helpless human beings. You will not
talk about the crime of punishment, as did the psychiatrist Karl Menninger. You will not seek prison
reform as did former Attorney General Ramsey Clark,
whom you regard as a weakling because he pleads the
cause of the poor and needy. You rend your garments
publicly in mock indignation and ask for even more
powers of tyranny.
And you will get such powers from the people, whom
you frighten . But you do not frighten God. He is not
impressed with your show, your public display, your
garments in shreds. Please understand the deal. If
you think punishment alone solves crime, then, by
God, you shall surely be punished by God for yours.
You have not seen punishment, law, or order until you
see the wrath of God scorch the earth of an unrepentant people. So, rend your hearts and not your garments.
We know you are against "bleeding hearts. " We know
you like to act tough . Your hearts are not about to
bleed. They are made of stone. You would have the
people stand in fear of you , when you do not stand in
fear of God. Your hearts do not bleed for the poor, the
needy, the oppressed - all those whom God loves in
spite of you. Your hearts do not bleed for them , and so
you are undisciplined against the day when your hearts
shall bleed for yourselves and none shall care for you .

Penitentiaries in Our Penitence
"Rend your hearts, and not your garments." Let u s
deal with prisons this year as the form of our repentance. Let us open up the whole can of worms. Let us
see the brutality of prisons and let us expose the murder
and dehumanization of the inmates for all to see. Let us
see inmates as human beings. They tried to tell us that
at Attica. Of course, it's easier to drown their cries
with blazing guns and manipulated news until 43 are
dead, your own guards among them. But God hears
their cries above your guns, and in prisons all over
the country the cry goes up to Him : "How long, 0
Lord, how long?" Are there no bleeding hearts in the
nation? Are they all made of stone? Are all uncircumcized in heart? Think you that God does not hear their
cries and will not deliver them out of your hands?
You know you have had report after report from commission after commission on the conditions ol your
prisons, and you ignore them all. You tear your garThe Cresset
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ments in public and play for sympathy for yourselves.
But your hearts are not bleeding, and your prisons
are the reflections of the stones of your hearts.
Nor is this whole people any better. The Christians
among them are often the most vengeful, invoking
a retributive "justice" among us that makes the pagans
blanche. You know that if Christians believed the
Gospel and acted upon it, you could not get elected.
You know that our prisons would be changed. That
prisoners would be treated as human beings. That the
redemption of human life would be the first priority
of a nation which understood human potential as its
greatest natural resource. You would not have the
people's money to be wasted on the wasting of human
lives, and you would have to come up with better solutions than canning people . like sardines in your tin
cans you call penitentiaries. You know that penitentiaries do not cultivate penitence but breed further
crime. The whole people must know this.
Christians, at least, must acknowledge it. Or we
won't get through this Lent with any more than symbolic gestures, pretending to be sorry for our sins and
bewailing Jesus on the cross, while his brothers in
prison share his sufferings in their flesh. You Christians at least should know the score. How can you go
through Lent every year, rehearse all the details of
Jesus' trial and execution as a public enemy, a political
criminal, and not suspect this happens all the time?
Don't you know we have political prisoners? Don't
you know that our political prisoners come out realizing that others in prison are political prisoners too?
Don't you know who is in jail? Don't you know they are
the people of color, the poor, the minority American?
Don't you know the real criminals aren't in jail because they know how to stay out and can pay for their
freedom with money they get by whatever means?
"Rend your hearts and not your garments." Listen
to our chief law enforcement officer say that a new type
of criminal has emerged: "The fanatic revolutionary
who kills with bombs and incendiaries, who ambushes
police, who burglarizes public files, who inflames mobs
to violence." Attorney General John Mitchell said that
to 400 policemen at a Law Enforcement Appreciation
Luncheon last November. Thus does the nation's chief
law enforcement officer lump the Ellsbergs ~ho reveal
Pentagon Papers, the Berrigans who pour blood on
draft records, and a whole net of patriotic, non-violent
American protesters against injustice and a criminal
war together with "fanatic revolutionaries who kill with
bombs, ambush police, and inflame mobs to violence."
This is a typical display of tearing one's clothes in
public in mock indignation. It is this kind of display
which incites police and masses of Americans to legalized violence. Rend your heart, John, not your garments.
If this is the official view of crime in America, if
political protesters have now become public enemies
Number One, if public law enforcment officals proFebruary,1972

claim this and police act upon it, it is going be a long
Lent. It will not be a Lent of repentance, but a paving
of the Via Dolorosa with hearts of stones to accomodate
the gentle folks of conscience who will be pushed by
the powers that be down that way of the cross.
Trials of conscience are being held all over the land.
The testimony in court is amazing, as witness after
witness is given to a Christian faith and love for humankind before unhearing judges and a vindictive people.
These are the people of God who now salt our jails
with their healing presence. These bear witness publicly to God our Savior and Jesus our Redeemer, by
symbolic, saving acts, and are sent to jail for it.

Christians in Our Courts
Listen to a bit of public testimony. This is the kind
of thing which happens in courts these days. Here are
some of the "criminals" John Mitchell warns the public
against. There are four young Christians who destroyed
1-A draft records in Evanston, Illinois. They do not
deny their "crime." They are quiet and not disruptive
in court. Tom Fitzpatrick reported in his column in
the Chicago Sun-Times last November that they held
a brief service for the young who had died in the Vietnam war, concluding with a recitation of the Lord's
prayer and a reading from St. Matthew.
Several times during the trial, they asked: "Has the
FBI ever been asked to investigate the unauthorized
war in Southeast Asia?" and "Does any agency of the
federal government have the power to investigate
undeclared wars?" These do seem to be fair questions
and they have been asked of the courts for a long time.
The Supreme Court has yet to rule on whether the
Vietnamese war is constitutional. Fitzpatrick reports
that when these questions were asked in this Chicago
court, the prosecution objected and its objection was
sustained by the judge.
These are your "fanatic revolutionaries," John.
Rend your heart, and not your garment. Are these
the people you would inflame the "law-abiding" public
against. You know they are.
These defendants called themselves "The Four of
Us." Last Thanksgiving they issued a release asking
those who believed with them to join in fasting for the
duration ofthe trial. The reporter, who had been musing
about jogging along the beaches at Acapulco, concluded
his article saying: "It was the first time in my life I
ever missed eating Thanksgiving dinner .... "
Now, that nears rending one's heart, and not simply
one's garments. There is one reporter who knows all
about crime. He has covered enough cases and trials.
He is not a "bleeding heart." He is a good reporter,
tough minded, wary of cons and put-ons. But he also
has a heart which can be touched. That itself is a remarkable quality in a profession which breeds cynicism,
exposed as it is to the worst of our human foibles and
chicaneries, on both sides of the law. The reporter
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somehow remains a decent human being who can be
touched by Christian witness. He can tear his heart,
and not his garments. Can you do that, John? Can our
judges do it? Our law enforcement officers? Our president? Our governors? Our police? Our people? Our
Christians? Our Lutherans? Our clergy?
Can we rend our hearts and not our garments? Can
Lent open us up and let the Word get through? How
perfect are our defenses against the Word of God?
Are all the chinks in our armor closed? Have we perfected our rituals of repentance so they no longer have
to come from the heart? Are we capable of discovering
to our surprise and horror, that in the sight of God
"all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags"? A prophet
of God could discover that and confess it about himself. Can we?
It is the kind of moral blindness that Jesus talks

about when he says that people will kill Christian
disciples, thinking that thereby they are rendering
God a service. This is the horror of our public righteousness, our fanaticism about law and order, our blindness to the crime we breed by our wars against it, the
blindness of a government which creates its own opposition because it will not confess its own sins against
God and man.
That is the true fanatic, John, the law and order
official who uses the instruments of state to visit persecution against conscientious objectors to corporate
sin. God is not on your side, John. He is on their's. So,
rend your heart, and not your garments. And all who
hear, give ear. Rend your hearts, too, and not your
garments. Don't tear up this page of sermon in a fit of
rage. God will not be impressed.
Jesus Christ came among us and went to the cross

See-in g
When Better Cities 1M
It was back in 1811, if you were wondering, that the
New York City urban mess actually got started.
That was the year a citizens' commission drew up a
huge master plan to obliterate the inconvenient hills,
woods, brooks, and springs of Manhattan Island and
lay out the city in large blocks of intersecting streets.
Old houses, gardens, orchards, lawns, and existing
tree-lined drives were destroyed, and in their place
went up row after tiresome row of profitable brick and
stone houses.
Actually, 1780 may have been the year it all began.
Firewood was very scarce during the winter of that
year, and all over the little island the newly-independent citizens asserted their freedom by ripping up the
fruit trees and ornamental trees for burning at home including beautiful century-old shade trees along Wall
Street. No collective civic impulse rose up to replace
them, and the city remained nude.
These fascinating episodes in the history of American vandalism come from a witty and polemical book
by Bernard Rudofsky called Streets for People: A
Primer for Americans (Doubleday paperback, 1969,
$4.95). Rudofsky is an architect, engineer, and writer
who has lived extended periods in several of the world's
great cities, and he looks to be on the emerging side of
middle age from the back cover photograph.
After giving some history of the WASP destruction
of New York, Rudofsky inserts a quotation from a book
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written back in 1855 by one Henry P. Tappan (The
Growth of Cities) which already then hit at the heart
of the matter:
"No magic can restore the hills, the fountains, lakes
and streams; men from every part of the Union seemed
to congregate here [in New York] only for one purpose - to make money. They had no time to become
the fathers of the city. . . . I have heard such declare
that New York was a commercial city, and could be
nothing else. How could they forget Athens, and Venice,
and Genoa, and Florence!"
Tappan's praise of Athens and of three celebrated
Italian cities is to be taken with Rudofsky's own paean
to Amsterdam, a city of 900,000 people that is bustling
seaport but also picturesque delight for rambling pedestrians. Amsterdam, believes Rudofsky, is the city New
York could have remained, in spirit if not in size. New
York could have been a charming and delightful place
for people as well as a coldly efficient pface for corporate headquarters and methodical rapacity of various
kinds.
All this is from just the second chapter of the book.
Rudofsky is the ideal teacher-historian: lots of juicy
details about bygone days, scores of photographs chosen
by the author to vivify his points, a wit that makes you
burst out laughing in places, and a frank point of view
rather than one concealed under a pretense of objectivity.
The Cresset

for the salvation of the whole world. In him there is
forgiveness of sins. So, repent, believe, accept God's
forgiveness , and have the courage to change. "Rend
your hearts, and not your garments."
Let is be a heart-rending Lent. Not tears over tragedies we can do nothing about, but hearts rent and
turned toward what we can do something about. Let us
begin with prisoners. Let the good news come to them
that there are Christians outside the walls who know
they are human beings and will insist that their keepers
treat them as human beings. Let Christians put up bail
bond money as part of their congregational budgets,
putting their money where their new hearts are . Let
prisoners kept in jail because they cannot make bond
be released. Let those who sit in darkness see a great
light. Let men high and low know that God is moving
among His people, that Jesus Christ is alive and well

and living among us, that the Spirit of Christ fills the
hearts and minds of the faithful.
It's a pretty good deal, folks. You won't get a better
one this year or in any other. You would be well advised
to take it.
'Yet even now, 'says the Lord
'Return to me with all your heart,
With fasting, with weeping, and with mourning,
And rend your hearts, and not your garments. '
Return to the Lord, your God,
For He is gracious and merciful,
Slow to ·anger, and abounding in steadfast love,
And repents of evil.
Who knows whether he will not turn and repent,
And leave a blessing behind. .. . ?
Joel2: 12-14

By CHARLES VANDERBEE

·tt, Europe Buih Them
And good history, I think, has one more virtue: it
exposes a reader's biases as well as the author's. You
can react in one of two diametrically opposite ways,
for example, to the destruction of New York as depicted
by Rudofsky, depending on your particular temperament:
1. So New Yorkers were already fouling thejr nest
in 1780 and 1811? Doesn't surprise me ; human nature
is the same in every age. You can't expect people to let
valuable land stay idle, and you have to expect cities
to grow large and impersonal. In that environment a
person will fend for himself first, with no feeling of
responsibility to the populace at large. It is plain that
a big city is by definition ungovernable, unbeautiful,
unclean, and uncongenial. All this current talk about
making cities livable is so much hogwash. You can't
do it; history proves it in this book of Rudo.fsky's.

2. So there do exist big cities that have been and
still are livable and beautiful - Amsterdam, Athens,
Venice, Genoa, Florence. There you are; the intolerable urban situation that we in America put up with
- crime, dirt, rudeness, inefficiency, ugliness - is
simply not inevitable at all. Better conditions prevail
in certain cities in other countries. Cities hundreds of
years older than any of ours show us in 1972 (and would
have shown our ancestors if they had bothered to look)
exactly how to design and build to accommodate both
February,1972

business activity and human enjoyment. History proves
it.
Rudofsky himself, of course, is arguing the latter,
suggesting that what so often causes Americans these
days to throw up their hands in despair and walk away
from their problems is merely ignorance on top of
perverse provincialism. After all, if we Americans with
all our money and native ingenuity, have done such a
bad job of city-making, then surely nobody else can do
better! This is the unspoken premise when you hear
somebody say: "Well, let's not get carried away over
this issue -not all problems have solutions, you know."
It's true that they don't all have solutions, but what's
clearer is that they certainly won't have solutions as
long as people insist on a "Made in America" label
for every proposed solution. Rudofsky would have us
look for some of our urban solutions in Paris, Milan,
and Dubrovnik, not to mention such out-of-the-way
places as Brisighella, Leicester, Feldkirch (Austria),
and the marvelous maze-like, slum-free "white towns"
of Apulia in southern Italy.
Having seen just enough of Europe to realize how
much sense Rudofsky makes, I am full of enthusiasm
over his Primer for Americans. It opposes two current
and destructive trends : the fatalism that believes things
have to remain as bad as we have let them get, and the
American arrogance that refuses to learn from other
places in the world about how to live.
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The Mass Media

Advice to a Young Preacher
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------Bv RICHARD LEE
Some media freaks believe our poor preachers can no
longer touch us as deeply as the mass media surely do.
Poppycock!
Certainly the mass media touch us more often, more
easily, more attractively than all our preachers touch
us - but not, I think, as deeply as does good preaching by a brother. Seminarians do well to stick to studying homiletics and need not substitute film-making,
record-cutting, or video-taping for the time being. Even
if preaching is now a very minor means of communication in a mass mediated society, it is still an art worth
learning to do well in those moments of close community when it can do what no other medium can. In
fact, genuine ~hristian preaching could now set itself
even further against a society glutted with impersonal
and manipulating messages.
Which leads me to a message to young preachers among some of whom I am finding preaching a losing
art. Assuming laymen also have a stake in the preaching of the church, I have taken the holy orders of my
baptism into my hands and set down some gratuitous
advice.
1. Do not use the debased la'nguage of politicians,
advertisers, and technocrats in your pr~aching. Do
strive for poetry, beginning with the biblical language.
These are times when Buicks are "Something to Believe
In," Opels exist for you to "Buy Your Family a Friend,"
bombing underdeveloped countries into obliv.i on is
"seeking a full generation of peace," sun tan lotions
tell us "Black is Beautiful," and human beings in our
institutions are so much "garbage in, garbage out."
The pulpit need not add to the debasement of language
in our time. Let us stave off that awful day of gospel
"inputs," epistle "read-outs/' and the Christ as our
"life support system" and "reentry vehicle" to the
Father.
2. Do not preach Jesus as a present example of authentic life. Do name contemporary saints and hold
them up as lively witnesses to him. The vision of God
and man together in Jesus is too thin for full Christian preaching, for there are heights and depths of life
with which neither God nor man identified concretely
in Jesus. He knew no responsibilities of commuting
drearily to a nine-to-five job, the intellectual discipline
of tending a complex technology, the demands of being
a husband and father, the vigilance of democratic
citizenship, the moral agony of military conscription,
the beleaguered authority of middle-age, the search
for dignity in the dependency of old-age. The simple
exhortation to "follow Jesus" is probably the cheapest
romanticism trivializing Christian preaching today, and
it identifies the preacher who is doing little horne-
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work for his homilies in the word or the world.
3. Do not preach as if God had covenanted with our
country like ancient Israel and do not preach our sins
to us in generalities. Do make relative assessments
of particular guilt and name the necessary repentance.
The bills for the sins of a nation are rarely paid by
the nation as a whole -usually they are passed to some
scapegoats. The sins of big nations are paid for by
small nations, of the rich by the poor, of the majority
by the minorities, of the old by the young. For my
soul's sake I will walk out on the next preacher who
ascribes personally accountable immoralities to some
general "breakdown in our moral fibre" and would
resign us all dumbly to bear the burden o{ the sins of a
few.
4. Do not preach against abstractions. Diatribes
against secularism, materialism, permissivisrn, radicalism or whatever else is safe and fashionable to attack
are possibly fun for you to preach - but most unedifying for us in the pew. You can safely leave that moralizing to politicians, journalists (like this one moralizing at this moment), entertainers, athletes, and
Legionnaires. Your task is far different and more necessary - you are to criticize morals and our moralizing
in the light of the gospeL5. Do not credit God with every evil. Do give the
devil his due. Insurance underwriters are fully capable
of turning natural catastrophes into "acts of God" and
you need not take up that actuarial theology too. The
retarded child and other victims are cruelly served
with the comfort of the inscrutable divine decree. On
the whole, protestant preachers could take a leaf from
the best rabbis and argue more with the Holy One of
Israel than they do. Meanwhile, I take it as the grace of
God that only a little faith is created in the good but
powerless god - or the powerful but evidently evil
god - preached from too many protestant pulpits.
6. Do not simply be a nay-sayer to the world. Do
speak a positive Christian vision for its vitalities. I note
unrelenting nay-saying afflicts orthodox preachers
most peculiarly. (My sermon sample is biased toward
*The mass media convey the conventional morality far and wide and
have freed Christian preaching for the criticism of morals. A preacher
in my hearing recently sighed in an aside that amnesty for draft exiles
was another sign of permissivism in our society. It had not occured to
him that he was merely repeating the popular wisdom on this point
under Christian auspices , and that he had put the moral position of
the church behind the elder brother in the parable of the Waiting
Father. Much less had it occurred to him that the question of amnesty
was really a moral problem for us - requiring us to examine ourselves, the draft, and the war - and not the problem of the exiles who
are not seeking our amnesty. Most chilling of all, nobody in this Christian congregation laughed.
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orthodox preachers.) The most soul-starving sermon
I sustained recently was on the text: "Where there is
no vision , the people perish." After the preacher had
attacked nearly every hope for humanity on the porizon
- always easy to do - he concluded with a simple
recitation of the text. However, he did persuade me that
we do indeed perish in the pew where there is no vision
in the pulpit. We perish by remaining supinely satisfied with such anti-preaching.
7. Do not preach a pagan aesthetics with the Christian gospel. Do try to preach an evangelical beauty
congruent with the evangelical truth and goodness.
Orthodox preachers are especially prone to add a
hedonistic aesthetics to a rigoristic ethics and call the
sum the catholic faith - leaving us in the pew lurching
between the pleasures of this world and grim duties to
redeem it. A beauty which is exclusively in the sensory
appreciation of things is not an evangelical aesthetics.
Is there a young preacher about who can as winsomely
preach the beauty of the hungry fed, the sick healed,
and the oppressed freed as he can preach the beauty of
the new chalice, chasuble, and Chrismons? More needs
to be said here of course, but meanwhile at least have a
sense of humor when you grasp your pectoral cross to
emphasize the "beauty of holiness."
8. Do not exhort us to joy. Do preach a word we can
be glad about, beginning with the gospel. Young preachers, it seems, are especially eager to preach the latest
theological fads . I don't mind much, for I would rather
my preacher have a borrowed theology than none at
all. But problems arise for us in the pew when passing
fads get locked into the legalism of much preaching.
Each new fad becomes a demand. In recent years we

have been exhorted to be wholesomely secular, hopeful,
future-oriented, joyful, and now to seek the new transcendence. Frankly, pastor, all these demands get to
be a bit exhausting. A theological fad simply means
that a dimension of the gospel has been neglected
lately and that it may be time again to declare those
gifts of God which make whatever is desirable in the
fad possible.
9. Do not let your scholarly apparatus out of your
study. Young preachers seem tempted to turn their
sermons into lectures. I admit one of my most selfish
charities is money for seminaries, but I always feel
empty after a sermon has schooled me in Sumerian
archeology, the Yahwist redactions of the Elohist text,
and the different nuances of the Hebrew ruach and
the Greek pneuma - and no word has been declared.
Possibly you are unaware how deadly is preaching
about the ancient texts - preaching which does not
preach as the ancient preachers preached?
10. Do not use one rhetorical form for preaching.
Much of our churchgoing in the pew is undoubtedly
a repetition compulsion, but that neurosis is amply
served by the liturgy. The sermon need not fortify it
by a formula too. There are more literary forms - the
story, dialogue, poem, even the case history and the
scenario - than the old one, two, three. Yours is the
last profession in the modern world which is still trained
in the literary imagination, and you need not hide it
in your preaching. Of course, as a professional you will
also know when to refuse the advice of laymen. I just
thought you would like to know we are listening.
Eagerly.

The Theatre

Jean Genet's Masks and Screens
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------By WALTER SORELL

Jean Genet, abandoned as a child, has abandoned
the world. H e sees the drama of paradise lost enacted
everywhere. He turned to writing for the stage not
only because he is a poet with an unresolved drama
within him , but because writing - and particularly
writing for the stage - enables him to steal and murder
vicarious} y.
He writes for the theatre despite his dislike for it.
He feels it has "an air of masquerade and not ceremony." This is why he creates his own theatre as the
ceremony of a masquerade or the masquerade of a
ceremony. He goes beyond the theatre of illusion, of
Brechtian truth, or Artaud's cruelty. His is a theatre
of total confrontation, of the apotheosis of evil and
nothingness. We are constantly mystified by being
shown the naked reality of things. Theatricality, i.e.
deliberate sham, is only the mask for the real which he
February,1972

shows in a poetically heightened artificiality. He is a
poet with a vengeance.
After having enchanted us with stage effects, his
intent is not only to disillusion us at the end of the
scene, but to castigate us. In The Blacks the actor who
mediates between the stage and the off-stage worlds
says: "Our aim is not to corrode and dissolve the idea
they'd like us to have of them, we must also fight them
in their actual persons, in their flesh and blood." One
of the Negroes discovers that the whites are not really
white, "but pink or yellowish," and black is not necessarily the color of the Negroes. In this play he not
only creates a confrontation between white and black
on stage; he insists on creating a confrontation between
the actors and the audience which must be white. If
he sets out to dramatize how the white mask must fall,
then (at least, in an imaginary way) he wants to see
17

blood flow in the audience. Sham is always the mask
for his reality as much as he sees in the real reality
nothing but sham. He de-realizes in order to give us
the super-realization of our sham existence.
When Claire says to Solange in The Maids, "We shall
be that eternal couple, Solange, the two of us, the eternal
couple of the criminal and the saint... ,"we must understand that the one is unthinkable without the other for
Jean Genet. They both function because one is using
the other as a mask.
Genet stands outside of society; therefore he feels
like a saint. He has a murderous instinct against bourgeois soci~ty ; therefore he feels like an assassin. Saint
and assassin are identical to him, one being the mask
of the other. In the same way he identifies death and
pleasure; one is the mask for the other. Genet visualizes
life in terms of those primitive men who sensed existence as an eternal recurrence of violence and enchantment, of vile profanity and sacred ecstasy. And like
other primitive men, Genet seems to say that truly to
face evil, to cope with corruption we must hide behind
the mask of corruption. These are some of the many
levels on which The Screens lives.
The Screens - mounted at the Chelsea Theatre as
a huge, five-hour-long spectacle by the famous AngloGreek director, Minos Volanakis - deals apparently
with the Algerian war. The white settlers are masked
caricatures of white settlers in any colony, and the socalled hero, Said, an antihero, becomes a traitor to his
people who could be colonized people anywhere. An
older native woman is shot, and while she should surely
be dead, she goes on (like a prima donna) inciting her
people to an orgy of cruelties against the oppressors.
But is is not a Brechtian call for liberation and the triumph of justice; rather her cries conjure up the evil
spirit~ in man for the sake of evil.
Genet is not on the side of the rebels because he sees
how they turn into oppressors copying those who oppressed them. The hero is vaguely branded as a traitor
to prove this point dramaturgically. He is exhorted by
his ugly wife: "I want you to choose evil and always
evil, always to know hatred and never love." His mother
seems to be the author's mouthpiece. When her son
wavers between accepting the mask of so-called morality
or the mask of an unheroically heroic death, she counsels him not to side with those who would love to pretend that the revolution was a moral act (man's acts can

have no ethical motives). "Don't let them make a cause
of you," she advised him, since it is "the abject and the
vile who shall inherit the earth." At the play's end he
excapes into the audience where the shots of the natives
reach him, and there can be no doubt that the director
realized that Genet's intentions were to let the audience
feel that they too were the targets of his bullets.
Said was the poorest man in the land traveling with an
empty suitcase to be wed to the ugliest girl. To console
himself Said visited a brothel (the whole civilized
world is a brothel in Genet's eyes, as he demonstrated
in The Balcony). Since he could not earn enough money
to escape his situation he became a thief who wanted
to be punished when caught. But the judge decided
against sending Said to jail - there he would feel safe
as if regressing into the womb. The judge's final wisdom: "If God makes a mistake, let Him punish Himself."

To Become A Sign Charged with Signs
Almost half The Screens is devoted to death, a theme
with endless variations for Genet. He plays on death
as if it were an instrument awaiting virtuoso hands.
Genet's hands are just that. The huge cast of 45 actors
is seen almost in its entirely as dead people mocking
at death as much as at life. The way in which other playwrights create life, Genet creates death , and his scenes
in the afterworld are his most poetically and dramatically exciting.
It is in his scenes of death that both Genet's stage
concepts and philosophy become most clearly defined .
It is not enough for his actor to identify himself with
a character. Jean-Paul Sartre pointed out that "In
Genet's plays every character must play the role of a
character who plays a role." Genet wants the actor
"to become a sign charged with signs." He calls for an
"entirely allusive" theatre. Appearance is masked as
reality which, at the same time, is unmasked as myth
and unreality.
In its tremendous range and length and depth, The
Screens is probably the quintessence of whatever Genet
may have to say. As he sees it, the world is playing
games, and he plays his game with the world. While
his characters struggle behind their masks to be their
true selves, we, the imaginary audience, feel more
and more naked behind our masks.

Notes Toward a Love Song
To
be
or
to
do
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To
do
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to
be
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Do
be
do
be
do
LEE RICHARDS
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Books of the Month

Robert Boh: Man for All Media
"Do things or don't do them . Don't be
shifty." This is a mother's advice to her son
in an autobiographical play by Robert Bolt.
Flowerin~r Cherry, about a man who isn't
practical about his dreams. All his life Bolt
has chosen to remember that the dreamerartists needn't be impractical. Instead he
became the purest case of professionalism
among our playwrights.
The mass audience is vaguely aware of
Bolt, like the supporting actor in a popular
TV series: "Isn't he . . . ?" Their children work
backstage in the local school production
of A Man For All Seasons; they paid a sitter to
go see Ryan's Daughter a few years ago .
But his theatre writing is more ubiquitous
than the titles of a couple of hits would
suggest. Aside from movies and adult theatre.
his children's play, Thwarting of Baron Bo//igrew has entered our children 's-theatre
repertoire; my daughter and I caught it at
Goodman Theatre. Chicago, not London.
And the NET circuit reruns the excellent
BBC teleprint of his first stage success ,
Flowen'ng Cherry.
Is he a fertile hack? No. but Bolt has
learned the craft skills of his media : radio .
stage. TV. films. children's pantomime. Also.
he operates in a climate more friendly to the
playwright than hit-or-starve America. Bolt's
career provides many useful hints to our
stage-writers. but I'm afraid one of them may
be : move to England .

Radio, Autobiography, TV. Moonlighting
from his teaching job during the fifties. Bolt
learned the theatre trade writing scripts for
radio , with a little BBC-TV work added. A
Man For All Seasons, his most famous play ,
existed on radio in 1954 and on BBC-TV in
195 7. before Paul Scofield brought it to the
London stage in 1960 . By then Bolt was
beyond radio and teaching; he became an
accepted playwright in November, 1957 .
when Ralph Richardson did the lead in
Flowering Cherry , apparently acting the
father whose character is implied in the
first line of this review of Bolt's work.
On American ETV Bolt is best known from
the regular reruns of Cherry. Joan Craft
directed a BBC telefilm , without Richardson
but excellently cast. A man would react to
her by saying Cherry is a good choice of
play for a woman director, but more truly
it's a good choice for the medium in its present
21-inch stage of transmission. Because of its
preference for closeups. TV exposes the
skeleton of Bolt's play as a series of isolated
two-character confrontations. This is common
form.
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What is skillful is that Bolt and his director
preserve momentum , keep the illusion of
continuous action in a small family house
with most of the characters on the premises.
There is no transition character in Cherry
to convenience the author. nobody like
the Common Man , Storyteller or village
idiot of later scripts to control audience
attention. Also impressive is Bolt's technical
control over material more personal to him
than More's England, Zhivago's Russia, or
Easter Rebellion Ireland .
In Cherry a feckless father has been fired
and conceals it; not for the obvious reason.
but because his sales job was his alibi for not
fulfilling his twenty· year dream of raising
cherry trees in the country. The bad pun on
his name seems pointless. Cherries seem a
conscious allusion to Bolt's technical source
for this play. Chekhov.
The TV medium shifts the emphasis from
Jim Cherry 's loss of face , to his family's
adjustment to his failure. The first six of the
two-part "plays" I mentioned above are:
wife-son , Tom ; Jim-Carol. daughter's friend ;
wife-Tom again; wife-salesman , her confidant;
wife-Jim ; Tom-Jim. Except for Jim , the
family is presented as adult. Their "flaws"
are only limitations. Tom is thought guilty
of pilfering from his mother's purse; but the
thief was Jim , concealing his out-of-work
status. The daughter's fault is emotional
coldness. rather awkwardly established by
her "friend's" opinion of her school artwork .
The wife leaves her husband, but only after
Jim has defaulted on the plans of a lifetime.

The Catholic Good Guy
and the Protestant Bad Guy
A cynical American reader might read the
real-life story behind Bolt's fiction as more
Oedipal . wife and children preserving their
"independence" by cutting up the male wageearner. But in the play Dad is the only moral
failure . Bolt makes his wife loyal and the
children clear-sighted , however nasty . Despite
all their moral superiority, however, Ralph
Richardson as Jim turned Cherry into a onerole play, according to Kenneth Tynan 's
review of the Original production. (See the
index to Curtains, Atheneum , 1961 .) On TV
Cherry is a beautiful ensemble production ,
perhaps because the 21-inch screen prefers
closeups and two-shots. not one star actor
dominating the rest.

Bolt and History . In 1950 Bolt took a B.A.
in history at Manchester, with honors . This
can hardly have hurt his most famous play .
A Man For All Seasons. Seasons is a costume
vehicle for a male lead who can play intellectuals ; it was written for Paul Scofield who

was perfect onstage and in Fred Zinneman's
film . Once again, Bolt avoided the ignominy
of the talented American novelist or playwright. who often sees his best work miscast or badly adapted for a mass audience.

Seasons, both play and picture, produced
an odd reaction among our intellectuals .
The most widely read review of the stage
production , by Kenneth Tynan , and of the
movie , by Pauline Kael , were both antagonistic, bigoted attacks. Bolt managed to
hurt their feelings by undercutting that
monster , Henry VIII. (Despite Miss Kael's
denial, the film Henry , Robert Shaw , gives
the young king his corrupt stature.) Such
reviews show the continued influence of oldfashioned Whig history on our sophisti_cates ,
so-called .
Victorians like Froude and Macaulay
wrote exciting MGM fairytales about the
British past; one figure in their pageant was
Bluff King Hal (Wallace Beery). No modern
historian believes in this transmutation of
the bloody old czar ; but reviewers seem to
get their history from films , where the lovable
Henry still reigns. James Robertson Justice
played him in Disney's Sword·and the Rose,
1953 , and old Henry recently became Richard
Burton in Anne of the Thousand Days.
Refuting Bolt's Henry , and his script, with
this grade-school effigy . was charming and
nostalgic, but misguided .
On the other hand , is Bolt's More only
a Catholic Good Guy opposing a Protestant
Bad Guy? History's More obviously died
under some such assumption. Bolt himself
has no religious beliefs, as he wrote afterwards. Season s pictures an intelligent, literate
man defending the objective existence of his
values against the subjectivizing influence
of one- man authority (even after the
English church became the king's effective
agent in this marriage-fight with the Pope).
Bolt's More argues that he is not at war with
the English church-state, rather , that it's at
war with him . This lack of a lust for martyrdom , Bolt says, is what attracted him to More.
(Bolt was jailed for anti-nuclear disturbances
in 1961. )
The American analogue for Seasons (televised 1957, remember?) would not be some
amateur historical pageant but Rod Serling's Patterns, a TV original filmed by
Fletcher Cook ( 1956 premiere at Cannes).
Serling's play seems cruder because of the
loud-mouthed American business life-style.
But what the hero , Van Heflin, is asked to
swallow is the (legal) murder of another
executive by their corporation boss. The
murderee is incompetent, and the boss wants
his job for Heflin. In his literate way Bolt's
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More swallows this much from Henry (the
death of Wolsey early in the play). Like
Heflin's boss, Henry wants results, in his
case success at Rome with his divorce suit.
Who's Catholic and who's Protestant in ·
Seasons (or early Tudor history)? It depends
how we focus our analysis of the past. For
convenience I'll stop separating "Bolt's"
More from "History's." More defends medieval marriage doctrine against Henry's
"Protestant" divorce. (Even here Henry's
complaint was that in practice medieval
lords get annulments; the Reformers came to
be emphatic about the sanctity of family
life; and Henry considered himself the ruler
of a Catholic church in England.)
Now Henry Tudor was a Welsh baron,
anointed and bearing a fake genealogy with
King Arthur and Aeneas in it to blue the '
blood of his ancestors a little. To centralize
the English state after a civil war, Henry's
dad had created a modern bureaucracy from
the obvious labor pool, the clergy. These
new literates owed their social rise to the
crown, not the old baronial setup. From these
bureaucrats came the self-confident intelligentsia that announced c. 1500 that there
was a "Renaissance" going on. Their version
of the English past became part of the old
Whig fairytale taught little Tynans, Bolts,
and Kaels in grade school.
The late C. S. Lewis used to enjoy eviscerating More's generation of early Renaissance intellectuals (they later became the
English Puritans). Lewis argued that they
wrote dull Latin and libeled the medieval
past, both its popular literature and its
technical thought. This "Renaissance" generation invented the comic libels on scholasticism that are still repeated in this country
by those faculty and students who don't
take a course in technical philosophy. That
as a term " medieval" is pejorative, owes as
much to More's generation as to later Protestant-Catholic name-calling.
More then becomes the first-generation
college graduate defending his new studies
and beliefs against gruff old Dad , who wants
him to forget all that abstract book-learning,
get practical and incidentally help Dad
divorce Maw. See More this way , he becomes
the Reformer of the Puritan generation,
with Henry representing traditional feudalism. And what if we regress to grade school,
see Henry as Wallace Beery or Falstaff?
Now he becomes the Spirit of merrie-England, and More young sobersides.
All these changes of focus show why Bolt's
interest in More need not imply a doctrinal
commitment. As a professional historian ,
unlike Tynan or Miss Kael , he would know
More's intellectual position had been as
uptodate as Henry Tudor's - or Wallace
Berry's, for that matter. Not being fortunetellers, neither Bolt, Tynan nor Miss Kael
could predict the 1968 Gene McCarthy movement , when More became the activist Catholic political saint, to match Che, Mao, Joan
and Mick. Let Wallace Beery match that!
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The Quest of Sir Oblong Fitz Oblong
History for Children. For the London
pantomime season of 1965, Bolt invented a
Christmas children's play, dedicated to his
daughter. The Thwarting of Baron Bolligrew has been published and gone into
children's repertory . Once again, as a writer
Bolt benefited from British theatre conditions. London pantomime draws a stable
commercial audience and gets adult notice
and respect. Bolligrew was reviewed in The
New Statesman. This adult market promotes
book publication and sales ; Bolligrew was
issued the next Christmas by his regular
publisher, Heinemann, like any adult success .
To make the obvious contrast, could Arthur
Miller or Albee afford a children's play after
(not before) Salesman or Virginia Woolf?
with no loss of face? (For some reason , serious
children's writing is U only for American
poets and novelists like Jarrell and Singer.)
Techniques from Man For All Seasons
are adapted to Bol/igrew. The Common Man
who showed us More's fall becomes the
Storyteller of the knightly quest of Sir Oblong Fitz Oblong. Both CM and the Storyteller "row" the heroes in stage mimed boats,
for example. But the philosophical point
behind each narrator differs . The CM was
amoral human nature, only , interested in
survival, contemptuous of theoretical minds
like More's that worry about moral consistency. But the Storyteller is fate , destiny ,
what will be will be. At tense moments in
Bolligrew the good characters ask him what
will happen , since it's "his" story they're
in. He replies that the ending is up to them.
This answer preserves their free will , which
is important to the audience's concern about
them. But of course he , the Storyteller,
is what's going to happen! So the Christian
omnipotent God and free will enter a children's fable .
For Bolligrew's historical England Bolt
retreated from Seasons to the old Whig
history taught Kael , Tynan and himself as
children. So his hero in fairytale Britain is
the questing knight who is the king's arm .
(Remember, this new royal power was the
villain in Seasons.) The magician-villain is
a corrupt intellectual, the clerical brains
behind stupid barons like Bolligrew. Centralizing royal authority is now progressive.
It equalizes commoners and the old landholders. In Bolligrew there's a trial scene to
show Oblong, the king's man , effecting this
social change on the bench. Of course I'm
too solemn. Bolt was only trying to write a
funny play. My point is, he changed the
assumptions behind Seasons to do so.
Here are a few notes on the Chicago production I saw. This had local variants from
the Heinemann book of the script. I derogate
neither script nor production, which I liked.
The Chicago dragon was clearly a railway
engine. Presumably the director at the Goodman Theatre was paying his homage to the
nearby Illinois R.R. for interrupting climaxes

in Chekhov and Tennessee Williams. The
hero, Oblong, was cast successfully. We
saw a bodily reincarnation of the late Lou
Costello, the fat comic of the forties , speaking formal English as he rescued rabbits
and serfs from barons and dragons. One
amusing sign of Bolt's professionalism •is the
shortening of the first act; ordinarily it breaks
a theatre rule to extend Act II longer. But
the curtains drop to release the kids into the
lobby almost immediately after the excitement of the first big sword-fight.

Bolt and Lean. Popular histories of the
movies concern star actors. Analyses of the
cinema prefer directors. But most famous
film names themselves , actors or directors,
waste little time on one-man shows. They seek
a permanent production team. Logically
then, to enter films at the top a playwright
should seek to join one of these actor or
director-led production teams. Once again
the "efficient" American production system
has failed as regards our playwrights. (The
most obvious American film combination of
the fifties , director Kazan and author Miller,
was aborted. Kazan submitted the names of
old Communist Party associates to Congress,
so he could work in America. Miller refused.)
In the sixties two British playwrights were
able to make production-marriages with a
talented director. Harold Pinter has written
three screenplays for the American expatriate
Joe Losey, all adaptations : 1963 , 1967 ,
1971. Oddly Pinter writes originals only for
the other film medium , TV.
But the blockbusting combination of the
sixties was unquestionably Bolt's alliance
with David Lean. Their first two films were
drawn from famou s books, Lawrence of
Arabia and Dr. Zhivago. So the climax of
their association must be the Easter-rebellion
picture, Ryan's Daughter, for which Lean put
his financial reputation on the line, to shoot
Bolt's own story with Bolt's second wife
Sarah Miles as star.
Bolt seems to have had two prior commitments : one, the emphasis on his wife's part,
and secondly, the layou t of the narrative line
to catch every possible spectacular shot on
the west coast location. Sometimes the geography makes the dramatic point of a scene.
This is obvious in the stormy night landing
of the rebel munitions. But the "quiet" discovery of his wife's liaison by the schoolteacher occurs near a cliff where he can't
follow up his realization by confronting the
lovers. The rebel ammunition truck is trapped
on the village road by the army troops in a
manner that the geography immediately
explains to the audience, no tactical dialogue
from the officer necessary.
Sarah Miles plays a barman's daughter, the
village "heiress" partly because of secret
money Dad draws from the British as an
information source. Motherless, her authority
figures are Dad , but more importantly the
schoolteacher (Robert Mitchum , cast against
type) and the priest (Trevor Howard). The
priest says she should marry. Instead of a
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village fisherman or farm boy, she proposes
to the teacher. He's a widower whose pious
wife froze him physically and emotionally;
he had never dreamed his beautiful young
pupil. ... With no preparation but the priest's
manual, she marries , endures the town charivari and an awkward wedding night. and
becomes one of the village matrons.

The Common Man and the Holy Fool
Ryan 's Daughter may contain Bolt's best
plotting, but a woman writer would have
colored the domestic background more
richly . The housewife details of the girl 's
life are too thin (not just boring, thin ). Bolt
means a parallel between the teacher's attitude towards his dead first wife , and Ryan 's
attitude towards his "princess" daughter,
but he never found the scene or line of dialogue to picture either relationship.
From this settled social position Bolt
charts the girl's complete separation from
her community; at the end, after a mobbing
by the townspeople she leaves on a bus for
a London apartment , her truelove suicided ,
her husband uncommitted to support her.
She has been socially destroyed by a passionate love affair with a young British officer come West to command the local army
unit that " protects" the coast, really policing
the rebellious countryside.
Bolt joins his public and private plots ,
rebellion and adultery , two ways. First of
cou rse , the girl's lover is the man who smashes
the village rising. Secondly, he revives his
old stagehand Common Man-Storyteller
narrator for the more naturalistic medium of
film . In Ryan CM is disguised as the toothless village idiot (John Mills) who wanders
the village. He is the holy fool of provincial
religion, free to go outside social caste-lines .
At the marriage-charivari the girl, revolted ,
refuses him the bridal kiss ; at the bus stop ,
as she goes into exile, she gives it to him , I
think Bolt means the effect to be what would

occur in Man For All Seasons, if just before
the headsman's axe fell, Scofield's More had
saluted the Common Man, that is, that part
of More's own nature which the Com mon
Man incarnated. Probably the kiss-scene
is also meant to make his heroine more of
an agent in the plot, less of a mere catalyst.

For Britain Only. Over here we can only
read some of Bolt's best plays, not see them
produced anywhere. This fact alone explains
why today a dramatist no longer relies. on
the "loyalty" of his stage following, but
explores every other theatre medium he can.
You can buy the book for his 1970 London
hit, Vivat! Vivat Regina! his second Tudor
play, written round the Elizabeth-Mary
Stuart duel. Mary , the beautiful victim,
became Bolt's second star part for his wife
Sarah Miles.
Perhaps the most personal and interesting
of his plays is The Tiger And The Horse.
In London this was produced the summer of
1960 , concurrently with Man For All Seasons. For once Bolt's public beliefs came
onstage, given an unsympathetic character
(but not refuted by anyone else). The Tiger
and The Horse traces the impact of the Banthe-Bomb movement on a don 's family ,
really more a boffin than a humble don . He
has left theoretical work for so-called practical teaching and administration.

Tiger was structured for the two Redgraves, Michael and Vanessa, and reads
like a program for giving the daughter the
e~perience of a lead role without the weight
of a whole play depending on her; they play
father and daughter , and the story seems to
fit her private life since 1960, if not previously .
Tiger's private plot is the daughter's love
affair, complete with unmarried baby , with
an activist poet-scholar. The father gets a
big curtain speech , Act 2, and a moral gesture in support of his insane wife, Act 3,
but the emphasis on the love affair blocks
our concern from him . The play's construction

problem is not that Vanessa has the star
role instead of her father. (She doesn 't "steal
the show"; it's handed to her.) It's that this
father-daughter breakdown doesn 't match
the breakdown of the two plots : daughter's
baby and anti-nuclear petition, both literally
brought into the family by the daughter's
lover.
Thematically this is Bolt's richest play .
All six characters are intelligent university
types, even the mad wife, whose brains have
developed while will and emotions dessicated .
For instance, the girl's lover not only becomes
inadequate romantically when he learns
she's pregnant; he also loses track of his
petition! The girl's mother hides it. In Tiger
she is the lover's parallel or double. Just as
the man collapses under the pressure of his
girl's baby, the mother's involvement in
Ban-the-Bombing causes a decline from her
regular British garden eccentricity to homicidal madness. And just as the daughter
regains her moral authority from her lover
as the mother of his son, the father matures,
according to Bolt, by taking responsibility
for his wife's insane act - she "kills" a Holbein painting as publicity for the movement.

Bolt's Books. I append a baby bibliographyfilmography. Stage premieres are London
of course. You can order his plays from
Heinemann. Some of them are reprinted
here by Random House or Samuel French .
Publication
1958 Flowering Cherry
1960 Man for All Seasons
1961 Tiger and the Horse
196S Gentle Jack
1966 Baron Bolligrew
1971 Vivat! Vivat Regina!

Premiere
1957
1960
1960
1963
1965
1g7o

For his screenplays, the film release dates
are: 1962 , Lawrence of Arabia; 1965 , Dr.
Zhivago; 1966 , A Man For All Seasons;
1970 , Ryan's Daughter.
MARK PURCELL

Law Enforcement and Unenforceable Laws
THE HONEST POLITICIAN'S GUIDE
TO CRIME CONTROL. By Norval Morris
and Gordon Hawkins . Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1970.
Morris and Hawkins state that their intention is "to offer a legislative and administrative approach to reduce the impact of crime."
They feel that crime can be decreased appreciably by legislative action. Their book is
designed to provide and make available information for such action.
This can be done they feel, first of all by
limiting the application of criminal law to
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protection of persons and property. This proposal amounts basically to eliminating crimes
without victims, such as public drunkenness,
use of narcotics , gambling, general vagrancy,
abortion , sexual activities (apart from child
molestation), and non-criminalistic juvenile
delinquency. Elimination of these categories
from coverage under criminal law would reduce by one half the number of non-traffic
violations. Such elimination would reduce
the power of organized cri me, which profits
hugely by the present definition of narcotics
use, prostitution, and gambling as criminal.

Probably much in the way of bribery and
political corruption would be erased. The
prosecution of charges of drunkenness runs
to at least $100 million in public expense.
Enforcement of laws against it overloads the
police, clogs courts, and crowds jails. Drunkenness could be dealt with outside the criminal
court system by special treatment centers.
Gambling could be legalized by licensing, as
is done in Nevada. This would take it away
from the realm of organized crime.
There is a slight relation between drug
abuse and crime. Addicts could be treated by
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physicians (as in England). The shift from
marihuana to more exotic drugs could possibly be broken. The authors maintain it is
the woman's right to have not only an abortion but a safe one. The poor suffer because
of present laws against abortion. Statutory
rape is an inappropriate category of criminal
behavior because it emphasizes the girl's
innocence.
Pornography laws should be limited to
those prohibiting public display and sale to
children. Present legislation as it stands is
unenforceable. Worthless checks could be
handled by available and existing debtcollecting agencies. Social service and welfare
agencies are equipped to handle family problems. A standing committee for criminal law
revision should be established, in order to
review and remove inappropriate legislation.
While the universal crime report of the
FBI is the best tool developed to assess the
increase of crime, there are serious problems
connected with its use. Absolute rates are
emphasized. The increase in population is
not considered . Most of the actual increase
was confined to property offenses, while murder was unchanged and aggravated assault
and robbery actually decreased .
The FBI falsely assumes that the amount
of known crime bears a constant relation to
the unknown crime. Sample surveys such as
those used by the President's Commission
would give a more accurate picture as to the
extent of crime. Crime has increased because
the population has. particularly for the
younger age brackets where e.g . petty larceny is high . People who are hurt by crime
through no fault of their own are entitled to
public aid , both for themselves and their dependents. Practice in the United States in
this respect should follow the example of
England and Canada. Crime increases with
industrial, commercial and urban development of a nation.
Homicide, rape, aggravated assault , and
armed robbery constitute only 13'7o of all
index crimes, but there is great fear of these .
Though murder rates have experienced a
long-run decline , hysteria has been induced
by newspaper reporting. Murders are mainly
the result of family quarrels , as are aggravated assaults. Forcible rapes occur in a similar way. within the circle of family , neighbor
and acquaintance. Robbery is still below the
peak of the 1930's.
Totals for motor vehicle deaths and injuries involving criminal behavior, greatly
exceed totals for murders and assault. Twothirds of those responsible for fatal motor
accidents had been drinking shortly before.
Yet, dangerous motoring offenses are treated
much less seriously than other crimes of violence.
How could violent crime be drastically reduced? The authors propose a number of
remedies. The granting of gun licenses should
be severely restricted. Possession of guns
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should be generally limited to police. Gun
clubs should store arms used for sport at the
club, with stringent security. No mail-order
firearms should be available to the public;
dealers of such weapons should be licensed .
Sale and manufacture oi weapons and ammunition should be strictly recorded . Possession of military weapons should be prohibited,
as should the possession of switchblades and
snap knives .
Driving licenses of those found to be drinking excessively while driving should be suspended, a year for the first offense and five
years for the second offense. Capital punishment should be completely abolished, since
its existence makes it appear that the state
sanctions violence. There is no clear evidence
about the relation of mass media to violence.
Police have a poor image of themselves ,
though the public, including those in the ghetto , have a generally high opinion of them .
Part of the explanation of this image is the
paranoid reaction of the police to the world.
The role of the police is mixed. They want
to enforce morals as well as criminal law,
and seem to desire to repudiate judicial interpretations of the law as if it were not law too.
Both the community and its politicians have
great expectations of the police but offer little
in the way of status (and pay) as well as training, to law enforcement officers.
Police salaries must be raised. Recruitment
policy should stress education, intelligence,
and appropriate personality traits with less
emphasis on height and weight. There should
be a much more extensive initial and ongoing
education program. There should be a civilian
police review board independent of police
departments , to handle citizen grievances.
Special traffic wardens should be trained to
take over and relieve police from routine
traffic law enforcement. There should be six
months of combined classroom instruction
and field experience.
One billion dollars annually is spent on
prisons and corrections. One half of this is
spent to feed , clothe and guard adult criminals. The prison is still the core of the penal
system. What could be done here ?
The authors have a number of proposals.
The money bail system and the alternate of
payment of fine or time in jail should be
abolished , since it works against the poor who
must go to jail, for lack of bail money. Some
could be released on their own recognizance.
Community based offender treatment procedures could be set up. Special, intensive
treatment could be generally used as an alternative to institutionalization.
Size of institutions could be decreased ,
work-release programs and prisoner furlough
could be expanded . Local county jails could
be coordinated with the state correctional
system. No more than 35 offenders would be
the case load for parole and probation officers. Corrections philosophy should be bas-

ically oriented toward preparing the convicted for adjustment to society. Procedures
in the United States lag far behind those of
Sweden and England . US jails generally contain many more prisoners per ihstitution.
Two thirds of local jails have no provision
for parole procedures.
Juvenile delinquency has not increased
substantially, that is, as far as rates are concerned . The jurisdiction of juvenile courts
should be limited to cases where such acts
would be criminal if committed by adults .
Defendants in ,juvenile courts should have
their basic rights guaranteed. As in Sweden,
juveniles should be referred to welfare and
social work agencies in the community, particularly if they are first offenders or have
committed acts not criminal if committed by
an adult.
The present legal definition of insanity
should be abolished. The question of mental
condition should be separated from the commission of a crime. Special institutions should
be provided for the psychologically disturbed.
There is little psychiatric care available. Exceptions are in federal institutions and the
state of California. Institutions for the criminally insane should contain no more than
100 inmates, and be located close to teaching
hospitals having psychiatrists on their faculties available for consultation on a regular
basis. Interning psychiatrists should be on
the staff of such institutions. The directors
should have power to structure parole.

An Evaluation of the Book
There is a basic question here as to the extent of realism in the author's proposals . Is
it really possible to imagine state legislatures
generally removing what are called or termed
"unenforceable laws"? The outlook expressed
in this book presumes a rationality which is
greater than that of state legislatures and the
constituencies they represent. Such legislation could possibly occur if a pressure group
would arise working toward this end , a group
which contained say articulate, politically
powerful women devoted to such a cause.
What might be more likely to occur is an increasing nonenforcement of laws such as those
against abortion. It is difficult to envision a
general repeal of unenforceable laws.
With the Attica riot, there is a possibility
of general reform of the state prison system .
But then there is also the chance that the more
stringent, punitive approach will increase.
Perhaps the most promising area of crime
control is in some present attempts , such as
the LEEP program, to improve and broaden
the training of law enforcement officers. Over
a period of time, the public image of police
could be improved considerably with more
adequate selection, training, and upgrading
of law enforcement officers. This actually
seems to be happening.
WILLIAM CROSS
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A Christmas with Krishna
IN THE PARADISE OF KRISHNA : HINDU AND CHRISTIAN SEEKERS. By
Klaus Klostermaier. Translated by Antonia
Fonesca. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1971. Paper $1.95 .
It was the celebration of the birthday of
the Lord, and seventy-four year old Gopalji
prepared to praise his Lord born as a man. He
dressed the divine child in festive robes and
laid him in a silver cradle. With his friends
he prayed and read from the Scriptures:
"When it was midnight, in impenetrable darkness, the Lord who lives in every heart revealed himself ... The child illuminated the
room with his splendour." The celebration
grew more enthusiastic, with drums , cymbals ,
bells . and dancing; and the worshippers began to cry out, "Hare Krishna!" It was August 6 in Vrindaban , Krishna's village - but
to Father Klaus Klostermaier, sharing in this
celebration with his Hindu friends , it was
"Indian Christmas." Later, as he said mass
alone in his room , with temple bells and "Hare
Krishna" from outside mingling with the
Kyrie and Gloria, he concluded that no
Christmas had ever helped him understand
more deeply the mystery of God's coming
and man's longing for his coming.
This short unadorned book (published in
Great Britain in 1969 under the title Hindu
and Christian in Vrindaban) differs from
most books on inter-religious dialogue. It
contains no theological system , no theory
about dialogue , no discussion of the salvation
of non-Christians. Rather, Father Klostermaier in a straight-forward way shares with
the reader some of his personal experiences
and reflections from his two year stay in Vrindaban, a village in northern India hallowed
as the site of Lord Krishna's love-play with
the milkmaids. The author is a well-qualified
student of Hinduism . But his approach in
this book is not one of scholarship but of
simple delight in his Indian friends and their
quest for God which they shared with him .
The reader who sits down with Father Klostermaier is not introduced to Hinduism but
to real people. There is the swami visiting his
native territory and pausing for hours and
days in each little village to discuss with the
farmers their pressing questions about the
nature of God and the path of salvation. One
goes along on pilgrimage with the retired doctor who is devoting his last years to full-time
contemplation of Krishna in his love-play
with Radha. One listens respectfully as the
Advaita philosopher, the Vaishnava swami
and the Sikh professor argue about conceptions of God . And , of course, along with the
saints there are the rogues and the reward-
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seekers who also form part of tbe rich Indian
religious scene. The book opens doors of
understanding. And Klostermaier presses on
to raise profound questions about Christian
beliefs and attitudes.
Sit in the glowing shade at 120 degrees F ,
watching vultures devour a young goat, succeeded by dogs and jackals in turn. Or encounter a holy man who demonstrates that
God is in filth as well as bread by gulping
down handful after handful of stinking sewer
slime. And then try to imagine what God is
like. Is he a happy and contented God, wellfed and without needs of any kind? Or is he
hungry and thirsty, destructive as well as
creative, unpredictable? This Christian sojourner in Krishna's paradise provokes such
questions.

Two Theological Temperatures
Theologians living at 70 degrees F with a
glass of good wine in hand see no goats devoured by vultures, and a filthy aghori would
not be allowed into our air-conditioned libraries where knowledge about God is stored.
And so God seems beautiful, pleasant, and
abstract. But people who live where it is 120
degrees Fin the shade, with vultures and filth ,
experience life differently. After reading
Klostermaier's vivid description of life in
Vrindaban at 120 degrees F, the portrayal of
God as the creator of life who is also the bloodthirsty goddess of destruction seems strangely
appropriate.
But it is the gopi-bhakti, the love of Krishna achieved by the milkmaids , that permeates
the air of Vrindaban. Klostermaier begins to
wonder, as he feels the wave of emotion and
love sweeping the town during a major festival, whether it may not indeed be true that
Krishna and his favorite gopi , Radha , have
returned to earth in order to enchant men
with their love-play. The young of the village
act out the Raslila, the story of Krishna playing with the milkmaids, tricking them by
stealing their clothes while they were swimming, making them come to him singly, hands
clasped above their heads. Irreverent? Not to
Klostermaier's friends ; this is the play of God
with humankind , and the devotion of the
gopis represents the highest love of man for
God. And his friends ask him whether Christians do not play God's lila at Christmas.
The author's reflections lead him to an interesting discussion of the new insights into
the meaning of Christ which his experiences
in Vrindaban have evoked: "One begins to
understand the relativity and narrowminded-

ness of Western theology only after delving
deeply into another kind of theology and
thereby gaining surprising new insights. And
there, too, one discovers Christ." He argues
that the usual explanation of Christianity to
Indians, using Hindu devotional terms , has
given rise to the misunderstanding that Christianity is one of many bhakti or devotional
sects, worshipping Christ instead of Krishna
as an incar~ation of God .
Hindu philosophy , however, ultimately
relegates this "Chiistbhakti" to the sphere of
the non-eternal , of maya, of the temporary.
Klostermaier relies heavily on the Logos
theology of the Gospel of John as he tries to
show that Christ should rather be· seen in
terms of the absolute Brahman itself. And he
would press radically the distinction between
the variable and the absolute, between maya
and reality, between flesh and spirit: "The
karma reality of whatever can be seen and
heard by means of the senses is a 'veiling' of
reality , illusion, maya.
. .Paul constantly
stresses the reality of Christ as being a spiritual reality."
While appreciating Klostermaier's provocative reflections on the mystery of Christ in
the light of Indian wisdom, one wonders
whether he has not finally taken sides with
the Advaita philosopher who argued that
whatever is tangible is always finite or maya,
not the ultimate Brahman. Somehow the
spirit of Vrindaban , with its emphasis on the
young girls' love for Krishna as the highest
form of love for God , is left behind as maya:
"The radical character of the Christian detachment from the world is as total as the
detachment of an Advaitin from karma ... to
know Christ requires a complete emptying."
What has happened to Gopalji and his Indian
Christmas, witb his great longing for the infant Krishna?
Still , the book is a refreshing demonstration
of real dialogue - dialogue that takes place
in a subjective, personal depth , the kind of
dialogue which shatters the self-confidence of
those who thought they possessed the full
truth. Klostermaier calls into question the
assumption that dialogue takes place by
scholars reading papers to each other in conference halls. Without knowing the dialogue
partner as a person, and without risking one's
own beliefs in understanding the faith of the
other, the dialogue remains on the surface,
illusory, maya. These brief reflections on the
common search for understanding by Hindu
and Christian seekers show that real dialogue
is possible and rewarding.
THEODORE M. LUDWIG
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The Visual Arts

Passion Observes Reality
RICHARD H. W. BRAUER
By LOUIS RIITH

"In Commemoration of Otto Dix" at the Stuttgart
Gallery was a stunning, searing exhibition of the works
of this most perplexing German painter. Dix, who
died in J969, would have been nearly eighty had he
lived to see his life-work in this retrospective exhibition.
The gallery arranged Dix's work in chronological
order, covering works from the early 1910s to the late
1960s, and a study of them reveals the subtle martyrdom of a man, the witness of a socially committed artist
to his society. A review of the exhibition in the Stuttgarter Zeitung was simply titled "Passion Observes
Reality."
Dix's early paintings do not differ markedly from
other landscapes and portraits of his contemporaries .
There are the same pleasant pine trees, blooming
meadows, and serious burgerlich faces . But after 1914
the mood changes. A painting titled Self-Portrait as
Mars (1915) shows Dix in a German army helmet. A
series of drawings of an occupied French village titled
Observed at the Precipice of Clery sur Somme in the
same year also shows the artist's facing up to the grim
reality of war on the Western Front.
Like many sensitive men of his generation, Dix was
never quite the same after he returned from the gr eat
war. Trench Scenes (1920-1923) hold up the remembered
horror of the war. They are almost photographic renderings of battle scenes which Wilfred Owen put into
words in his last poems. Another series of paintings,
The War, shows the crippled and maimed, bone-weary
and brutalized soldiers who come home "alive ."
Returning to civilian life, Dix turned his painting
against the militaristic cant of his country which he
blamed for seeding the slaughter. Some paintings from
this period show grinning remnants of the Kaiser's
army trying to strut on their crutches and wave their
Iron Crosses with pride. Butcher Shop (1920) shows the
artist as a small boy dressed in a sailor's uniform watching the meatcutters take on a resemblance to the swine
whose flesh they sell. The boy has "Kaiser Wilhelm
II" penned neatly on his cap, and one butcher has
"God Bless this Trade" tattooed on his arm.
In the late 1920s and early 1930s Dix turned to city
landscapes and studies of the urban dispossessed.
Prague Street shows a war cripple begging on Dresden's
main street, while a newspaper collage serves notice :
"Jews out!" Probably Dix's most famous painting from
Mr. Reith is a doctoral candidate in Renaissance and Reform ation
history at Stanford University, California, and is presently research·
ing a dissertation in Tubingen and Stuttgart, Germany.
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this period of social criticism is Big City (1928) which
depicts war cripples on the outer margins of the canvas
and sleek youths jitterbugging to a blaring jazz band in
the center. As one critic put it, "If this picture can be
considered a reference to the parable of the 'merciful
~amaritan , ' it is only in the negative sense - mercy
1s precisely what is lacking."
It is understandable why Dix's canvases and drawings
drew cries of outrage from many of his contemporaries.
Not only did he fill his paintings with the marginal
figures of society, but he painted them sympathetically
and with compassion. Unforgettable is the Seated Nude
with Dark Hair, a portrait of a proletarian housewife,
prematurely aged before her first child is even born .
In 1933 Dix finished The Seven Deadly Sins just
before the Nazi seizure of power. In one part a small
boy, who looks remarkably like Adolf Hitler, is painted
perched on the back of an old crone. ("Envy" on the
back of "Avarice" is the schema of the piece.) During
the Nazi regime· Dix lost his position as artist in residence at the Dresden Art Institute and retired to the
country near the Bodensee in southern Wurttemburg.
There he painted quiet landscapes, gentle portraits of
small children, and studies of snow and leaves in silent
woodlands.
Still th~ old fire could not be quenched entirely,
In 1939 D1x portrayed Lot and his Daughters showing
two sensual women tempting the drunken Lot, while
the city of Dresden (slightly disguised as Sodom and
Gomorrah) is consumed in a Gotterdammerung holocaust in the background. One sees it now as an eery
prophecy of what actually came to pass in 1945.
At the fall of the Third Reich, Dix once again took
up painting human subjects in all their grandeur and
misery. In 1947 he began a series of paintings titled
Self-Portrait as a Prisoner of War, again taking up the
agonies of war and identifying himself with the victims.
A 1948 Crucifixion shows the mute horror of Jesus
on the cross in the midst of the wreckage of the world.
Job (1946) sits in the real ashes of the world and shows
much the same incomprehensible horror in his face.
One of the last religious subjects painted by the artist
before his death was The Raising of the Cross (1962).
In it a fat banker is hard at work to set Christ's cross in
the best position for a crucifixion.
"One must present things as they are," said Dix once
in the 1920s. "Indignation cannot be painted." Yet few
painters have given witness to the indignation of a
conscience tortured by the senseless slaughter of war,
the exploitation of the poor by the rich, and the daily
inhumanity of man to man which crucifies Christ anew.
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Otto Dix
Great Crucifixion

1948

The Dix "Commemoration" coincided with the
advent of the recent bestseller in Germany, Jesus in
Bad Company, by Adolph Holl. Dix's solidarity with
the suffering and the outcast is echoed in Holl's argument that Jesus was almost always to be found among
"heretics, renewers, and fanatics, refugees from the
world and revolutionaries, neurotics and fools, hysterical people, mystics, and saints." As one reviewer
in the Suddeutsch Zeitung pursued Holl's argument:
"Jesus' position was always to be found, and would also
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be likely found today, never with the 'righteous', but
always on the side of the people without any rie:hts;
never with the judges, even when they are right, but
always with the condemned, even when their wrong is
proven; never the rulers, but always with those who are
ruled - and that means - never with the ideologies,
correct and necessary as they may seem to be, but always
with their victims .... "
The paintings of Otto Dix witness to this Jesus.
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Music

Songs Raised in the Evening
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y WILLIAM F. ElF RIG, JR.

My travels in England have persuaded me that choral
evensong has more to recommend it than its long English tradition. Evensong is a liturgical form which
combines in rare balance the words and actions of worship with a musical setting that is at once an expression
of worship and a thing of artistic beauty in itself.
The end of the working day - roughly the cocktail
hour in the United States - is a time for the English
to turn into their churches and lift their spirits with
song. Tourists as well as parishioners are drawn to the
rite in a special spectator participation. To enter
churches where the daily office goes on unhindered
by the loud and presumptuous claims of the world
outside the walls is to be strenghtened in the faith with
a sure knowledge of Christian priorities.
But it is the musical shape of evensong which attracts
me at the moment. How · controlled the variety; how
telling the progression of parts; how suited to the musician's purposes; how congenial to a people inclined
more to literature than musical abstraction. Such praise,
however, should be reserved urttil the reader has been
given the guided tour through evensong. The initiated
may pass over this tour.
Evensong begins with an anthem or it may begin
directly with a spoken bid to confession. The confession, spoken by all present, is followed by spoken absolution. After this act of preparation the versicles are
chanted by a cantor and the choir responds polyphonically. As the medieval offices were based upon the
singing of the Psalms, so the Anglican evening office
gives prominent place to the Biblical songbook. Three
psalms are appointed for each day. They are sung by
the two sides of the choir in alternation in the form of
liturgical song called Anglican chant.
The first reading is often from the Old Testament,
and a canticle follows the reading, usually the Magnificat. This is sung in a setting chosen from the great
repertoire of settings by composers of the last four
centuries. It is always choral music of an elaborate sort
with or without instrumental accompaniment. The
second reading is from the New Testament. The Nunc
Dimittis, the usual canticle to follow, is also choral
art of high distinction.
The Apostolic Creed and the Lord's Prayer are
spoken simply by all, the shift from choral counterpoint to congregational speech adding powerfully to
the meanings of the words. The closing Preces, short
responsive prayers, are again chanted between cantor
and choir. The anthem for the day is the final choral
presentation. Spoken prayers then conclude evensong
unless a hymn is sung also.
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Thus far our tour of evensong. Now to our appreciation of this liturgy. The anthems are the musical
frames which surround the time of worship from beginning to end and set the tone of the day. The progression
of the service is from congregational to choral chant to
the central readings and canticles. Here careful speech
(Anglican readers are rarely careless enough to use
conversational speech) and careful singing treat the
words of Scripture with love and respect. The music
of the canticles is often very dramatic even as the readings are dramatic narratives or exhortations. Then the
whole assembly joins to speak the words of affirmation
and prayer.
Now the progression is reversed. The formal reserve
of choral chant is followed , after the anthem, by the
quietness of spoken prayers. I know of no other liturgical rite that so satisfactorily mixes speech and song,
treating both as music. Congregational participation is
no intrusion upon the work of the musicians - but
rather the heart of the worship and the response of the
congregation to the musician's leadership. The placement of anthems and canticles gives to the composer's
ideas a respectful hearing and an effective presentation.
The musician is free to add to the worship of all but
is never allowed the temptation to dominate it with his
personality.
The organ mass of French churches is another liturgical form which allows the musician freedoms guarded
by restrictions against personal aggrandizement or excess. It is well suited to the architectural placement of
organ, choir, and congregation in French churches.
Entree, offertoire, communion, and sortie are a suite
of pieces interpretive of the liturgical acts they accompany even while the progression from piece to piece
fulfills the requirements of musical logic.
Has the Lutheran church anything like the French
organ mass or the English evensong to contribute to
the Christian tradition? Or is the union of aesthetics
and liturgical practice possible only within churches
whose emphasis is ceremonial rather than evangelical?
The cantatas of seventeenth and eighteenth century
Germany come to mind. They appear in the church
service, though, not so much as integrated parts of the
whole but rather, like the sermon, an energetic exegesis
concerned only indirectly with other parts of the service
of worship. As musical works and even as religious
works they are equally effective out of church or in.
I have pondered away the late afternoon without an
answer to my questions. It is time to put them aside
for a while, time for evensong.
The Cresset
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Bus Stop
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Americans have never liked to face the facts of class.
The idea of the United States as a classless middle
class society is among the most durable elements of our
collective self-image. One of the reasons for this great
evasion is the complexity of the issue. Simplistic Marxist
categories have never made sense in America; the
nation's broad prosperity has produced a middle calss
so extensive that the realities of class structure are
either hidden from view or so subtle and variable that
they defy precise description and analysis.
This tendency to ignore or at least downplay class,
while understandable, is nonetheless regrettable. It
acts as a political blinder to left and right alike: conservatives find it hard to imagine their fellow citizens
as other than incipient entrepreneurs and neo-WASP
suburbanites - with all the distortions which that perspective engenders - while liberals are tempted to
reduce the realities of class differentiation to morality
plays pitting forces of progress against forces of reaction.
All of which is by way of introduction to one of the
most perplexing and morally-snarled of contemporary
issues: the busing of children to achieve racial balance
in the schools. The conventional wisdom on this issue
supposes that the central problem is prejudice. Surely,
it is assumed by some liberals, what lies behind all the
talk of educational values, preservation of the neighborhood school, the psychic costs of busing, etc., is the
specter of integration - let the blacks go to school
anywhere they want so long as it's not with my kid.
There is truth in this as far as it goes; and it goes;
in truth, a considerable distance. A lot of opposition to
busing does begin and end simply in racial prejudice.
And to the extent that bigotry is the governing concern, there can be no valid opposition to busing: there
is no right either in law or morality to the practice of
racial discrimination.
Yet color does not explain everything. Much of what
appears to be racial prejudice ts in fact more precisely
attributable to class antipathy. Today's Middle American drives through the city slums muttering "Look
how those niggers live"; his father and grandfather
before him said much the same thing, but about "wops,"
"polacks" and "kikes" instead. In all of these cases,
perceived facts of class behavior were transferred into
ethnic or racial characteristics.
This is not to say that racial prejudice does not exist
independently of class feelings - of course it does but class antipathy can produce racial hatred or at least
can raise to malignant consciousness what was originally no more than casual indifference. The significant
point is that race and class are frequently so inextricably
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bound together that they become almost impossible to
distinguish in specific situations.
A recent segment of the CBS television show, 60
Minutes, revealed that many liberal politicians and
commentators in the nation's capital, while champions
of school integration across the nation (through, where
necessary, enforced busing), nonetheless refuse to enroll
their own children in the largely black public schools
of the District of Columbia. These men are certainly
not bigots and are, at worst, only unconscious hypocrites. They have simply come up against one of the
realities of urban life: schools populated largely by
children from the lower class - whether black or
white - tend to be blackboard jungles, and middle
class parents, bigoted or not, understandably desire
that their children avoid the miseducation, unhealthy
social behavior patterns and physical violence that so
predominate there.
All this being granted, a case could still be made for
mandatory busing if it could be shown that integration
was in itself educationally beneficial to the children of
the lower class. It has in fact been demonstrated that
this is true in certain circumstances. Integrated schools
do seem to improve the performance of black children,
but only when the schools remain predominantly white.
The critical factor is not, of course, color itself; white
children tend to do better in school than black children
largely, it would seem, because of the superior educational background and aspirations that their relatively
higher class culture provide.
The benefits received by lower class black children
from integration with middle class whites disappear
when the class - not racial - mix is weighted too
heavily toward the lower end of the socioeconomic
scale. This imbalance of class mix is precisely the problem in a number of Northern cities. Demanding that
all schools in a city like Detroit reflect accurately the
racial mix of the entire school district will not by some
feat of liberal integrationist magic turn blackboard
jungles into educational utopias; it will simply, because
of its class culture implications, spread the problems
of the inner city schools throughout the entire city.
The agonies of our urban schools will never be eased
by integration alone, especially not if we continue to
subsume class problems under the related but separ ate
category of race. Too often, America's immense racial
difficulties are made the more intractable because we
ignore the elements of class culture that undergird
and reinforce them and prefer instead to conduct symbolic crusades that reduce all issues to the presence or
absence of moral earnestness. This might be a comforting fiction for guilty liberals, but it won't provide
better schools - or a better · society - for anybody.
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Editor-At-Large

By .JOHN STRIETELMEIER

The Descent of Acedia
Last night at dinner, I watched a Pakistani soldier
being tortured to death by the Bangia Desh. It was all
in glorious full color and, to add a final surrealistic
touch, the commentary was done by my college roommate and good friend, Ray Scherer, who was covering
the war for NBC.
No, I am not leading into another grumble about
dinner-time television. I am sure that television reporters and photographers get no more pleasure out
of covering atrocity stories than I get out of seeing
them. And there is a button on my set which gives me
effective control over what I want to see and when.
I wanted to see the news at dinner time, and the news
was that "those to whom evil is done do evil in return"
- a truth that I had learned from Auden years before
it was impressed upon me again last night by NBC.
But seeing is not believing or, at least, not comprehending. How does one add up dinner and a man
dying in full color and a friend's voice summarizing
it all in the dispassionate way professional journalists
are trained to give us the news? And if it were possible
to add it all up, what would the sum be? And how meaningful?
One traditional answer has been that we need to keep
abreast of the news, good and bad, so as to be prepared
to make those decisions and judgments which we are
called upon to make as free citizens of a democracy.
This answer presumes that each of us will do his own
mathematics and come up with his own answer. And
this may indeed be true. But for most of us the summing
up can at best be only a private exercise. Even the President of the United States could do little more in the
India-Pakistan war than keep informed and periodically call for a Cease Fire. What any one of us might
have done effectively as a private citizen is hard even
to imagine. Except, perhaps, pray. And that, for those
of us who want to be followers of Christ, may be precisely the call that comes to us in unfathomable situations.
But one senses that there ought to be more that is
required of us. Particularly those of us who make our
livings talking or writing know how cheap words are,
even the words which we address to God and on behalf
of ourselves or other people. We feel that some sort of
action is called for, some price paid just for the privilege of being alive and safe and comfortable in a world
where, as television is constantly reminding us, the
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Four Horseman of the Apocalypse seem never to rest
for long.
And therein lies, I suspect, the root of much of our
frustration. We now have access to such a mass of information, we are able to know so much about other
people's joys and tragedies, that neither happiness nor
sorrow seems individual any more. The sunshine of
happiness and the winds of adversity seem both as
impersonal as the air masses that pass over the continent
and out to sea. Men die under torture in Bangia Desh,
yes. But simultaneously a little girl goes home after
a successful heart operation and our favorite team
wins its third straight. Life passes before us - the
winners and the losers, the healed and the broken and we watch it pass , helpless alike to add to the joy
or subtract from the sorrow.
And in the soil of this frustration blooms the deadly
sin of acedia, which some have translated as Sloth but
which may be more accurately defined as "a diseased
mental or moral condition characterized by lack of
interest in affairs; ennui; listlessness; melancholia"
(Funk and Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary). This,
more so than fornication or gluttony or avarice or even
cruelty, is the presenting symptom of our generation's
Sickness unto Death. We have become immobilized by
the awareness of our smallness in a world which is
bigger than our fathers ever dreamt. And one by one,
and in a thousand different ways, we opt out.
It is this deadly sin, this acedia, that rides me, as
I know it rides many of you, my readers, and especially my young readers . I do not pretend to have
found the cure, but I am reasonably certain where it can
be found. And since he said it so much more eloquently
than I can, I give you our father in God, Albert Schweitzer, and the concluding words of his The Quest of the
Historical Jesus:
He comes to us as One unknown,
as of old, by the lake-side,
He came to those who knew Him not.
He speaks to us the same word: 'Follow thou me!'
and sets us to the tasks which He has to fulfil for our time.
He commands. And to those who obey Him ,
whether they be wise or simple, He will reveal Himself
in the toils, the conflicts, the sufferings
which they shall pass through in His fellowship,
and, as an ineffable mystery, they shall learn
in their own experience Who He is.
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